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Welcome... 
It’s a pleasure to welcome you to our 2015 Education catalogue, not least because we are celebrating our 50th anniversary this year.

Our commitment to positively infl uencing and supporting the ever-changing world of education, has resulted in discovering exciting voices that have 
gone on to leave their own unique impact in the fi eld. For example, Cathy Nutbrown, a leading name in Early Years Education, whose fi rst SAGE book 
Threads of Thinking based on her research into early learning is now in its fourth edition. Derek Haylock’s Mathematics Explained for Primary 
Teachers, now available as an interactive e-book, is a classic that has become a ‘Maths bible’ for a generation of student teachers. And the number 
of thank yous by new and experienced teachers for Bill Rogers’ Classroom Behaviour, out this year in its fourth edition, is heart-warming evidence 
of the powerful impact Bill has had on teachers across the globe. These are only a few nostalgic recollections – the list is endless.

We constantly aim to be at the forefront of educational developments, by keeping up with the latest policy changes, current thinking and infl uential 
research. When phonics was introduced as a key government-backed approach to teaching reading, we responded with our, now best-selling, 
textbook Teaching Systematic Synthetic Phonics in Primary Schools, which is available in a second edition this year. Our QTS Professional Skills 
test guides, also back in new editions for 2015, were the fi rst guides to support aspiring teachers to prepare and successfully pass the literacy and 
numeracy skills tests, ensuring their way forward in a teaching career. We’re grateful to all the authors, academics and teachers who have helped us 
over the years to keep ahead of the curve to ensure that our readers can feel confi dent and supported throughout their careers with the guidance, 
research and resources they need to succeed. 

Thank you for being part of our story so far - we hope you enjoy reading our new and recent offerings – a taste of what’s in the near future!

The SAGE and Learning Matters Team

Share the future: In your opinion, what’s the next big thing in education?

Tweet us your suggestions to @SAGEeducation using hashtag #50NextBigThingsinED

Key new titles

P19 P22 P28 P35 P30

P10P4P3 P8 P13
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SAgE eBooks
All of our books are now available as eBooks in a 
wide variety of formats. For full details visit:

www.sagepub.co.uk/ebooks

SAgE publishes...
... more than 95 journals in Education. For more 
information and pricing visit:

www.sagepub.co.uk/ed
Inspection Copies

Request and manage your inspection copies 
quickly and easily at 
www.sagepub.co.uk/inspectioncopy

Free electronic inspection copies are also available 
for lecturers - for details contact your local sales 
representative at www.sagepub.co.uk/findmyrep

Keep up-to-date
Tell us which subject areas you are interested 
in hearing about and we’ll keep you up-to-date 
with relevant products and special offers.

Prefer to go paperless? You can switch off 
print communications by updating your 
settings at: 

www.sagepub.co.uk/myaccount
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 EARLY CHILDHOOD 
STUDIES 
 Fourth Edition 

 Edited by  Rod Parker-Rees   and 
  Caroline Leeson   University of Plymouth  , 
  Jan Savage   and   Jenny willan  

 For students of early childhood studies, 
questions are as important as answers. 

• what is childhood? 
• is childhood the same in all cultures?
• how do children grow and develop?
• what space do we make for children in our society?
• how do adults approach risk and what does this mean for children?
The Fourth Edition of this popular core text for early childhood studies 
tackles these questions and more. The text explores the why, how and 
what of studying and working with young children and their families, and 
considers how a range of theories can help us to identify useful questions.

Early Childhood Studies is a comprehensive, up-to-date and 
challenging text which covers all aspects of the early childhood studies 
course. Throughout, key theories and research findings are highlighted 
and explored to help readers make links between theory and early years 
practice. All chapters also include engaging activities, enabling readers to 
develop a deeper personal understanding. Chapters cover the important 
themes of child development, communication, wellbeing, observation, 
working with parents, inclusive practice, leadership and research. 

This Fourth Edition has been fully updated throughout and includes new 
chapters on children and risk, inclusive learning environments, play and 
adults' concepts of childhood. 

 July 2015 • 320 pages 
 Cloth  (9781473915916) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781473915923) • £24.99 

 EARLY CHILDHOOD  AN INTRODUCTION TO 
EARLY CHILDHOOD 
 Third Edition 

 Edited by  Tim waller   and
  geraldine Davis   both at 
Anglia Ruskin University  

Exploring all the major themes in early years 
education and care, this popular text provides 
a real insight into the changing world of early 
childhood. It also includes free access to a 
wealth of online resources such as child observation videos, podcasts, 
journal articles and more.

CONTENTS
Part I: History and Theories of Childhood / Part II: Inclusion and Diversity / Part III: Learning 
and Play / Part IV: Health, Wellbeing and Protection / Part V: Professional Working / Part VI: 
Research and Reflection

 April 2014 • 440 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446254844) • £75.00 
 Paper  (9781446254851) • £24.99 

 AN INTRODUCTION TO 
EARLY CHILDHOOD 
STUDIES 
 Third Edition 

 Edited by  Trisha maynard   and
  Sacha Powell   both at Canterbury 
Christ Church University  

 Introducing students to the main theories and 
issues within early childhood studies, this book 
takes an interdisciplinary approach to examine key themes in the study of 
young children and childhood and makes essential links between theory 
and practice to help your students apply their learning in real-life settings. 

 November 2013 • 352 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446270660) • £75.00 
 Paper  (9781446270677) • £24.99 

 A CRITICAL COMPANION 
TO EARLY CHILDHOOD 
 Edited by  michael Reed     and   Rosie 
walker   both at University of Worcester  

 Looking at topics such as child development, 
play, safeguarding, professionalism and 
curriculum and policy, this book teaches 
students the concepts of early childhood and 
develops them to think critically. Designed to 
provoke and promote critical dialogue to take 
students further. 

CONTENTS
Part I: Developing Critical Reflection / The Undergraduate Journey / Reflective Practice / The 
Ethical Practitioner with Children and Families / Critical Thinking / ICT and Learning for Students: A 
New Way of Thinking / Part II: The Developing Child / Deliberating on Practices with Young Children 
in the United States / 'Vygotsky Rocks!' An Argument That Helps Use Lev Vygotsky's Ideas in 
Early Years Practice / The Developing Child: Some Critical Perspectives / Play and Creativity: How 
Important Is This in Terms of the Developing Child? / Repositioning Developmentalism / Part III: 
Taking a Holistic View / Security and Attachment / Developing Child in Society: Making Transitions 
/ Taking a Holistic View: Critically Examining Complex Professional Issues / The Language of 
Special Educational Needs: Learning from the Past to Build the Future / Supporting Children 
with Complex Health Needs and Life-Limiting Conditions and Their Families / Part IV: Policy and 
Practice / Whose Curriculum Is It Anyway? / Approaches to the Early Years Curriculum: A Critical 
View from Wales / Parental Involvement and Partnership with Parents: "T'ain't What You Do (It's 
the Way That You Do It)" /  Supporting Parents / Policy into Practice: Implementing the Early Years 
Learning Framework for Australia from a Western Australian Perspective / Part V: Professional 
Roles and Responsibilities / Professional Roles and Responsibilities: Professional Practice and 
Early Childhood Today / Integrated Working in Practice: Why Don't Professionals Talk to Each 
Other? / Children's Developing Identity / Assessment: A Critical Companion to Early Childhood 
Pedagogy / The Responsibility of the Practice-Based Researcher

 November 2014 • 360 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446259269) • £70.00 
 Paper  (9781446259276) • £23.99 

 A CRITICAL COMPANION 

 FOUNDATIONS OF
EARLY CHILDHOOD 
 Principles and Practice 

 Edited by  Penny mukherji   London 
Metropolitan University   and
  Louise Dryden   Middlesex University  

 Introducing the major concepts and theories 
of early years care and education, this text 
encourages students to look at topics in 
depth, guided by tasks and further reading 
to suit different levels of understanding, as well as supporting their 
development of key academic skills. 

CONTENTS
Part I: Introduction to Studying Early Childhood/ Part II: How Children Develop /Part Three: 
Influencing Factors  / Part IV: Approaches and Practice / Part V: Implementing the Curriculum  

 January 2014 • 432 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446255285) • £75.00 
 Paper  (9781446255292) • £25.99 

Early Childhood & Early Years
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 COMMUNICATION AND 
INTERACTION IN THE 
EARLY YEARS 
  Ann Clare   Early Years Consultant  

 The role of the adult in the development 
of young children’s communication skills 
through interaction is vital and this book 
helps students understand it and improve 
their practice. Taking a chronological 
approach, it takes particular interest in the 
needs of two-year-olds, including the Progress Check at Age Two and 
the revised requirements of the Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS).

The book features:

• case studies, points for practice and links to video examples
• coverage of bi or multilingual children
• examples of enabling environments for communication and interaction
• ideas of how to work best with parents.
Suitable for all those studying or practising in early childhood, it will 
develop the way students think about communication and interaction 
in the early years. 

 December 2015 •  128 pages
 Cloth  (9781473906761) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781473906778) • £21.99 

COMMUNICATION AND 

 YOUNG CHILDREN'S 
PERSONAL, SOCIAL
AND EMOTIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT 
 Fourth Edition 

  marion Dowling   Early Years Consultant  

 Marion Dowling's much-loved book 
explores how to support young children's 
development, enabling each to develop as a 
unique person, in the context of current policy and the latest research. 

 August 2014 • 264 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446285886) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781446285893) • £22.99 

 CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
 A Practical Introduction 

  Kevin Crowley   University of South Wales  

 A clear and student friendly introduction to 
the key aspects of child development, from 
a psychological approach.

CONTENTS
Introduction to Child Development / Policy and Early 
Years Practice / Researching Child Development / 
Cognition and Memory / Biology and Development / 
Disorders and Development / Health and Development 
/ Emotional and Social Development / Language and Literacy / The Role of Play / The 
Role of the Adult 

 January 2014 • 288 pages 
 Cloth  (9781849201360) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781849201377) • £21.99 

 THE EARLY YEARS 
TEACHER'S BOOK 
 A guidebook for training 

  Leonie Abrahamson  

 The Early years Teacher's Book is a clear, comprehensive, systematic 
and practical guide to the standards and assessments requirements for 
Early Years Teacher Status (EYTS). Written by an early years practice tutor 
with a wealth of experience in supporting trainees, it addresses common 
concerns and gives trainees lots of examples of the strategies that have 
proved most helpful, as well as activities and reading lists for use in teaching 
sessions. Each chapter explores a key area of the standards and includes 
notes on theory, practical tips, case studies, activities and suggestions for 
further reading. There is detailed guidance on the role of the mentor and 
information on the placement requirements of the course. This book will 
help EYTS trainees to: 

•  understand all aspects of each standard 
•  link their practice to the standards 
•  understand the assessment requirements 
•  plan and track their evidence 
•  complete their written assignments and create portfolios with confidence 
•  develop the skills needed to take on a leadership role. 
The book also includes guidance to support trainees develop the personal 
skills needed to pass and qualify, such as time management and reflection. 
It especially supports trainees who lack confidence in taking on a leadership 
role. The theory of leadership styles is covered in a really accessible way and 
it highlights how to use coaching questions in leadership practice.   

 February 2015 • 304 pages 
 Cloth  (9781473917507) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781473905726) • £24.99 

 THE EARLY YEARS 

 EARLY CHILDHOOD 
EDUCATION 
 History, Philosophy 
and Experience 

 Second Edition 

  Cathy Nutbrown   and   Peter Clough   
both at University of Sheffield  

 Firmly grounded in policy, this successful 
book on the history and philosophy of early 
childhood education has been extensively revised and updated. 

 January 2014 • 216 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446267868) • £67.00 
 Paper  (9781446267875) • £22.99 

Early Childhood & Early Years
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 LEARNING 
THEORIES IN 
CHILDHOOD 
 Second Edition 

  Colette gray   
Stranmillis University 
College   and
  Sean macBlain   
University of St 
Mark and St John  

 Focusing on the early 
philosophies of learning 
and key behavioural, 
cognitive, and social 
theor ists, including 
Lo cke ,  Rou s se au , 
Montessori, Piaget, Vygotsky, 
Bandura, Bronfenbrenner and Bruner, this 
popular book provides a comprehensive overview of 
children's learning. The authors highlight the strengths and weaknesses 
of each theoretical perspective, and encourage reflection on how 
different approaches impact on the learning environment. The discussion 
finishes with an exploration of the new sociology of childhood. New to 
this Second Edition: 

• a chapter on 'What is theory and what is learning? 
• a chapter on ‘The changing nature of learning’ 
There is also a new companion website which features: 

• journal articles to read alongside each chapter 
• podcasts from the authors explaining the key points on each topic 
• links to video material discussing key theories and methods. 

Accessibly written, with key questions and recommended reading 
included, this book is essential for all those studying on child development, 
early childhood and childhood studies courses, and for anyone interested 
in understanding more about how children learn and think. 

 September 2015 •  200 pages
 Cloth  (9781473906457) • £70.00 
 Paper  (9781473906464) • £23.99 

 LEARNING 

Montessori, Piaget, Vygotsky, 
Bandura, Bronfenbrenner and Bruner, this 
popular book provides a comprehensive overview of 

Montessori, Piaget, Vygotsky, 
Bandura, Bronfenbrenner and Bruner, this 

COFFEE BREAK 
CHALLENGE

Can you spot all of the theorists discussed in Learning Theories 
in Childhood? 

B A O B D q E H B E K C O L

A R J R T g A T T g O J F v

N P O U B K y E w E D R R y

D D w N L F m U D q w w O g

U S v E F I m v K R g R E O

R J A R P E O H q O T E B T

A P J C x K N U A U O N E S

P P I A g E T B q S w I L K

w A J N g F E L R S A E C y

A y v y B F S B E E U T E x

T R Z L R D S F S A N S O I

S C H S O F O I T U A N m L

O J L Z g v R m A L x P E L

N C N m C m I L L A N B N R

BRONFENBRENNER  
MONTESSORI
LOCKE
ROUSSEAU
BANDURA
PIAGET
BRUNER

VYGOTSKY
FROEBEL
PAVLOV
DEWEY
STEINER
MCMILLAN
WATSON

 HOW CHILDREN LEARN 
  Sean macBlain   University 
of St Mark and St John  

 Going beyond simply understanding the work 
of key theorists, this book helps comprehend 
and recognize what learning actually looks 
like and how to best facilitate it in any 
setting. The exercises, real-life examples and 
chapter summaries in the book make this an 
accessible course text. 

 February 2014 • 272 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446272176) • £70.00 
 Paper  (9781446272183) • £23.99 

Early Childhood & Early Years
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 EARLY CHILDHOOD 
CURRICULUM FOR
ALL LEARNERS 
 Integrating Play and 
Literacy Activities 

  Ann m Selmi   California State University, 
Dominguez Hills  ,   Raymond J gallagher  
and   Eugenia R mora-Flores   University
of Southern California  

 Exploring the latest research on play and early literacy, this book provides 
practical methods for adapting this research to everyday classroom 
practices that will encourage the development of learning skills. 

 September 2014 • 504 pages 
 Paper  (9781452240299) • £52.00 

 INCLUSION IN THE
EARLY YEARS 
 Second Edition 

  Cathy Nutbrown and Peter Clough 
both at University of Sheffield and 
Frances Atherton Chester University   

This extensive and insightful update 
highlights issues and discussions relating 
to inclusion in the widest sense. This 
book brings to life the challenges and 
opportunities of inclusive practice, and will be of considerable 
value to practitioners, students and academics alike 

- Dr Carrie Weston, University of East London

 2013 • 208 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446203224) • £70.00 
 Paper  (9781446203231) • £23.99 

 UNDERSTANDING 
COGNITIVE 
DEVELOPMENT 
  maggie mcgonigle-Chalmers   
University of Edinburgh  

 A f resh, evidence-based research 
perspective on the story of children’s 
cognitive development in the first ten years 
of human life. Starting with a brief survey of 
the key theoretical positions that have come 
to define developmental psychology, the textbook then focuses on the 
different cognitive abilities as they emerge throughout early development. 
Uniquely, it examines these in terms of their interdependence; that is 
how skills such as perception, memory, language and reasoning relate 
to one another. This holistic treatment allows students to see the many 
important intersections in this critical phase of human life development.

It provides a fully referenced explanatory account of experimental 
research on cognitive development with complete attention to the needs 
of students who have never been exposed to experimental methodology 
nor studies in cognitive development before. 

 CONTENTS 
 Introduction: Studying How the Mind Grows / Sensory Development and Visual 
Perception During Early Infancy / Perceptual Development During the First Year:  
The Multisensory Infant / Sensorimotor Development in Infancy: Gaining Control in a 
Physical Environment / Sensorimotor Development in Infancy: The Elements of Social 
Interaction / The Emergence of Speech / The Acquisition of Word Meanings and the 
Dawn of Phrase Speech / The Emergence of Sentence Structure / Learning Grammar 
/ Perceptual Development after Infancy / Perceptual Development and Recognition 
Memory / Memory For Scenes, Routes and Events / Understanding and Reasoning 
about Categories / Understanding and Reasoning about Time and Space / Representing 
Other Minds and the Development of Symbolic Thought / Symbolic Reasoning and 
Logicomathematical Thinking 

 March 2015 • 416 pages 
 Cloth  (9781412928809) • £75.00 
 Paper  (9781412928816) • £25.99 

 UNDERSTANDING 

 HEALTH AND WELL-BEING 
IN THE EARLY YEARS 
  Janet Rose  ,   val Richards   and
  Louise gilbert   all at Bath Spa University  

 The health and well-being of children is 
integral to learning and development but 
what does it actually mean in practice?

This textbook draws on contemporary 
research on the brain and mind to provide 
a comprehensive overview of the central 
aspects of young children’s health and well-being – a key component of 
the revised EYFS curriculum.

Critically engaging with a range of current debates, along with case 
studies, discussion questions, practice and reflection points, the book's 
coverage includes:

• pre-birth factors
• the role of the brain in health and well-being
• early influences, such as relationships, attachment and nutrition
• the enabling environment
• other issues affecting child development.

It will provide a solid foundation for students and practitioners on a wide 
range of early years courses. 

 November 2015 • 192 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446287309) • £70.00 
 Paper  (9781446287620) • £23.99 

 HEALTH AND WELL-BEING 

 OBSERVING YOUNG 
CHILDREN 
  Tina Bruce   Honorary Visiting Professor at 
University of Roehampton  ,   Stella Louis  
and   georgie mcCall  

 This practical guide on observation in the 
early years critically examines different 
observation techniques and their use in 
everyday practice. It includes real life UK and 
international case studies from a variety of 
settings including, day care, nursery school, 
primary school, private sector and Soweto. 

 November 2014 • 176 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446285800) • £60.00 
 Paper  (9781446285817) • £19.99 

Early Childhood & Early Years
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 ENCOURAGING PHYSICAL 
DEVELOPMENT THROUGH 
MOVEMENT-PLAY 
  Carol Archer   Advisory Teacher, 
London   and   Iram Siraj   Institute of 
Education, University College, London  

 The early years is one of the critical periods 
in the establishment of physical behaviours, 
and physical development is also one of the 
prime areas of the EYFS as well as other global 
curricula. Movement-play encourages physical activity in a child-led manner 
for the benefit of children's health, learning and wellbeing. This book looks at 
the theory behind the importance of movement and also discusses:

• how movement-play works within settings
• practical advice for implementation
• how to assess your own setting
• measuring development
• how to best work with parents on this topic. 
This is a must-read for students on early childhood and early years courses 
and early years practitioners to improve their practice and understanding of 
physical development for the benefit of young children. 

 CONTENTS 
 Movement-Play and its Influence on Young Children's Development / Making the Case for 
Physical Activity / Implementing a Movement-Play Based Curriculum For Children from Birth 
to Six Years of Age / Improving the Quality of Movement-Play: A Small Scale Study / Working 
with Families to Promote Movement-Play / Leading and Managing the Implementation of 
Movement-Play from Practice to Policy: A Whole Setting Approach 

 June 2015 • 168 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446297117) • £75.00 
 Paper  (9781446297124) • £24.99 

 ENCOURAGING PHYSICAL  MATHEMATICS
THROUGH PLAY IN
THE EARLY YEARS 
 Third Edition 

  Kate Tucker   Early Years 
Teacher and Trainer, Exeter  

 Updated to include the revised Early Years 
Foundation Stage, this new edition comes 
with more activities and examples for playful 
teaching and covers all the latest topics in the field. 

 January 2014 • 160 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446269763) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781446269770) • £22.99 

 DEVELOPING EARLY 
LITERACY 0-8 
 From Theory to Practice 

 Edited by  virginia Bower   Canterbury 
Christ Church University  

 Clear guidance and support with the teaching 
and planning of developing early literacy. 

 February 2014 • 224 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446255322) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781446255339) • £22.99 

 PROVISION AND 
PROGRESS FOR
TWO YEAR OLDS 
  Chris Dukes   and   maggie Smith   
both Area SENCOs, London  

 With the introduction of the new Two-Year 
Progress Check in to the revised EYFS 
framework, trainee teachers need to prepare 
ahead to meet the unique set of learning 
needs of this age group. This essential 
resource offers guidance, tips and tools covering all aspects of provision 
and best practice. 

 March 2014 • 112 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446274262) • £60.00 
 Paper  (9781446274279) • £19.99 

 THE CHILD IN SOCIETY 
  Hazel R wright   Anglia Ruskin University  

 Taking a thematic approach, this is a great 
beginner's text for students to understand the 
relationship between childhood and society. 

 November 2014 • 240 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446266328) • £60.00 
 Paper  (9781446266335) • £19.99 

 THE CHILD IN SOCIETY 

 ENGAGING WITH PARENTS 
IN EARLY YEARS SETTINGS 
  Dianne Jackson   University of Western 
Sydney   and   martin Needham   
Manchester Metropolitan University  

 Whether working in children’s centres, 
outreach and dual-focused services, pre-
schools, kindergartens or schools, this book 
helps readers develop the skills and strategies 
to work alongside parents whatever their role. 

 July 2014 • 184 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446258941) • £70.00 
 Paper  (9781446258958) • £23.99 

 EFFECTIVE ASSESSMENT 
IN THE EARLY YEARS 
FOUNDATION STAGE 
  Jan Dubiel  

 Provides a clear explanation of the role of 
assessment in the revised Early Years Foundation 
Stage and offers guidance on making and 
recording observations in practice for those 
working with children from birth to five years old. 

 February 2014 • 200 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446274460) • £70.00 
 Paper  (9781446274477) • £23.99 

Early Childhood & Early Years
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 GLOBAL CHILDHOODS 
 Issues and Debates 

  Kate Cregan   Monash University   and 
  Denise Cuthbert   RMIT University  

 A critical exploration of the constructions of 
childhood and the conceptions of children 
within and across the social sciences. global 
Childhoods engages readers in rethinking 
common global conceptions of childhood 
and children by providing a wider lens 
through which to question the Eurocentrism 
inherent in much of this thinking. 

 September 2014 • 208 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446208991) • £75.00 
 Paper  (9781446209004) • £24.99 

 RESEARCH METHODS
IN EARLY CHILDHOOD 
 An Introductory guide 

 Second Edition 

  Penny mukherji   and   Deborah Albon   
both at London Metropolitan University  

 Back by popular demand, this bestselling 
textbook covers all your students need 
to know about undertaking research in 
early childhood. 

CONTENTS
Part I: Paradigms and Principles / Positivist Research / Beyond Positivism: Interpretivism, 
‘Critical’ Paradigms and Post-Structuralism / Ethics / Listening to Children / Part 
II:Approaches to Research / Surveys / Ethnography / Case Studies / Action Research 
/ Part III: Methods / Observation / Interviews / Questionnaires / Using Documents and 
Other Visual ‘Texts’/ Using Journaling as a Research Tool / Creative Methods for Listening 
to Children in Research / Part IV: Carrying out a Research Project / Research Design / 
Reviewing the Literature / Analysing and Presenting Data / Writing up

 November 2014 • 344 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446273685) • £75.00 
 Paper  (9781446273692) • £24.99 

 RESEARCH METHODS

 DOING YOUR EARLY 
YEARS RESEARCH 
PROJECT 
 A Step by Step guide 

 Third Edition 

  guy Roberts-Holmes   Institute of 
Education, University of London  

 Demonstrating how to organize and structure 
a project and interpret the findings, this step-by-step guide continues 
to be a key resource for anyone doing an early years research project. 

 July 2014 • 256 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446285923) • £70.00 
 Paper  (9781446285930) • £23.99 

 PRACTITIONER RESEARCH 
IN EARLY CHILDHOOD 
 International Issues 
and Perspectives 

 Edited by  Linda Newman   University 
of Newcastle   and   Christine woodrow   
University of Western Sydney  

 Bringing together theory and practice, this 
book draws on the projects and experiences 
of senior and new researchers implementing 
various forms of practitioner research. Topics discussed include:

• the contribution of practitioner research to curriculum and 
social change

• how practitioners can be supported in documenting and articulating 
their work

• the relationships between the research community and field of practice 
through practitioner research projects

• contemporary problems and issues that frame the practices of early 
childhood educators.

The diversity of international perspectives across the chapters, with case 
studies from a range of internationally recognized research methods 
from Australia, South Africa, Chile and Sweden, makes this an excellent 
resource for those undertaking research within early childhood contexts. 

 September 2015 • 192 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446295342) • £75.00 
 Paper  (9781446295359) • £24.99 

 PRACTITIONER RESEARCH 

 SUCCESS WITH
YOUR EARLY YEARS 
RESEARCH PROJECT 
  Rosie walker   and   Carla Solvason   
both at University of Worcester  

 With examples of real research projects from 
students and in depth author commentaries, 
this is a step-by-step guide to undertaking an 
early years research project, helping students 
see what a good project really looks like. 

 May 2014 • 160 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446256251) • £60.00 
 Paper  (9781446256268) • £19.99 

 REFLECTIVE PRACTICE 
 writing and Professional Development 

 Fourth Edition 

  gillie Bolton   Freelance Consultant  

 The Fourth Edition of this bestselling book 
explains how expressive and explorative 
writing, combined with in-depth group work or 
mentoring, can widen perspectives and give 
clarity of values, roles and responsibilities. 

 August 2014 • 256 
pages 
 Cloth  (9781446282342) • £75.00 
 Paper  (9781446282359) • £24.99 
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 TRAINING TO TEACH 
 A guide for Students 

 Third Edition 

 Edited by  Neil m Denby   University of Huddersfield  

 Teaching is a tough and challenging job and society demands more 
from its teachers than ever before. This new edition is an essential 
companion for those training to teach, providing an overview of important 
professional issues that all future teachers need to engage with in order 
to succeed in the classroom. Aiming to give students the confident start 
they need in the classroom, this Third Edition is equally valuable to those 
training to teach in both primary and secondary education, and includes: 

•  new chapters on: inclusion; school-based training; creativity; and 
digital technologies 

•   increased coverage of behaviour management 
•   a new feature outlining the relevant Teachers’ Standards at the start 

of each chapter. 
 The accompanying Website www.sagepub.co.uk/denby, has been 
updated to include additional material expanding on and complementing 
the contents of the book. This book is essential reading for professional 
studies modules on initial teacher education courses at both 
undergraduate and postgraduate level, and on university-based and 
school-based training courses.  

 CONTENTS 
 Relationships with Children and Young People / Professionalism, The Professional 
Duties of Teachers and Legal Requirements / Child Protection Issues / Communication 
and Collaboration / School-Based Training / Understanding the Roles of Specialist 
Colleagues / Developing Skills for Career Progress / Classroom Management in General 
/ Behaviour Strategies in Challenging Classrooms / Understanding How Young People 
Learn / Approaches to Teaching and Learning 1: Developing a Range / Approaches To 
Teaching and Learning 2: Planning, Progression and Sequence / Approaches to Teaching 
and Learning 3: Differentiation and Personalising Provision / Inclusion / Teaching Pupils 
With English as an Additional Language / Understanding and Using Assessment / Using 
Digital Technologies in Teaching Strategies / Harnessing Creativity in The Classroom / The 
Rights Of The Child / Cross Curricular Planning Issues / Cross-Curricular Teaching Issues 
/ Accessing Statistical Information / Preparing for Your First Teaching Post 

 November 2015 • 400 pages 
 Cloth  (9781473907928) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781473907935) • £23.99 

TRAINING TO TEACH 

 CROSS-CURRICULAR 
LEARNING 3-14 
 Third Edition 

  Jonathan Barnes   Canterbury 
Christ Church University  

 This Third Edition explores the key practical 
and theoretical issues underpinning cross-
curricular teaching and learning across the 
early years, primary education and lower 
secondary school. Combining findings from 
research and educational theory with examples of thought-provoking 
teaching in schools, this textbook discusses how high-quality teaching 
across different curriculum areas can be planned, taught, assessed and 
used to encourage creative and deep learning experiences. Revised and 
updated to reflect current curriculum policy and contemporary research, 
this third edition includes: 

• coverage of the 2014 National Curriculum in England and the 
implications for cross-curricular practice 

• more case studies from across the curriculum, from different age 
groups and exploring different aspects of teaching 

• improved coverage of cross-curricular practice in the Early Years 
Foundation Stage. 

 CONTENTS 
 What Should Schooling in the 21st Century Look Like? / Cross-Curricular Policy and 
Practice / What Does Good Cross-Curricular Practice Look Like? / Social Perspectives 
on Learning / What Does Neuroscience Tell Us About Cross-Curricular Learning? / 
Psychology and Cross-Curricular Learning / The Pedagogy of Cross-Curricular Learning / 
What Values Should We Apply? / What Themes Are Suitable for Cross-Curricular Learning? 
/ How Can We Asses Cross-Curricular and Creative Learning? / How Should We Plan For 
Cross-Curricular Activity? / Key Issues for Debate 

 March 2015 • 368 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446297032) • £70.00 
 Paper  (9781446297049) • £23.99 

 CROSS-CURRICULAR 

 SUCCESSFUL INDUCTION 
FOR NEW TEACHERS 
 A guide for NqTs & Induction 
Tutors, Coordinators and mentors 

 Second Edition 

  Sara Bubb   Institute of Education, 
University of London  

 This practical tool, linked to the 2012 Teaching 
Standards, not only helps NQTs pass the 
year, it also helps them to become content and effective teachers. 

 April 2014 • 120 pages 
 Cloth  (978-1-4462-9397-3) • £70.00 
 Paper  (978-1-4462-9398-0) • £23.99 

TRAINING TO TEACH TRAINING TO TEACH TRAINING TO TEACH TRAINING TO TEACH 
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 EFFECTIVE MEDIUM-TERM 
PLANNING FOR TEACHERS 
  Lee Jerome   Queen's University Belfast   
and   marcus Bhargava   Goldsmiths 
College, University of London  

 Effective medium-term planning is the ‘holy 
grail’ of planning. Once teachers are able to 
conceptualize learning over a longer period 
of time, they are empowered to achieve 
outstanding learning as part of their everyday 
teaching. This book explains why medium 
term plans are important and how to go about constructing them. Key 
coverage includes:

• practical guidance to support teachers in building effective 
medium-term plans

• examples of planning in action and key principles to apply to practice
• theoretical and practical justifications for the importance of 

medium-term planning
• exploration of the links between raising attainment and effective 

medium-term planning. 

 CONTENTS 
 Medium-Term Planning as The Route to Outstanding Learning / The Challenges of 
Medium-Term Planning / Principles of Medium-Term Planning / Articulating Learning 
/ Aligning the Learning Steps / Activating the Learning / Assessing the Learning And 
Adapting The Plan / Moving On 

 January 2015 • 216 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446273708) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781446273715) • £20.99 

 EFFECTIVE MEDIUM-TERM  UNDERSTANDING AND USING 
EDUCATIONAL THEORIES 
  Karl Aubrey   and   Alison Riley   both at Bishop Grosseteste University  

 This textbook provides a clear overview of a selection of the most influential 
thinkers on education in the last century, including established names, more 
recent thinkers and other key names whose writing has helped shape our 
views on teaching and learning. Each chapter includes practical examples 
showing how theories can be used to inform classroom teaching, critiques of 
each theorist exploring opposing viewpoints, and discussion of the strengths 
and weaknesses of different ideas and reflective tasks. 

This is essential reading for anyone on university and schools-based initial 
teacher education courses, training to teach in different educational settings 
or studying education at undergraduate level, in order to appreciate how 
different practices impact on learning. 

 CONTENTS 
 Rationale and Reasoning / Dewey: A Democratic Notion of Learning / Montessori: 
Activity-Based Learning / Piaget: Constructivism And Schemas / Vygotsky: Early Social 
Constructivist Concepts / Bruner:  Constructivism and Culture / Skinner: a Behaviorist 
Viewpoint / Bloom: Learning Through Taxonomies / Lave and Wenger: Situated Learning 
and Communities of Practice / Kolb: Experiential Learning / Schon: Reflection ‘In’ and 
‘On’ Action / Freire and Hooks: Problem-Posing Learning / Knowles: Adult Learning / 
Brofenbrenner: Ecological Model of Learning / Guy Claxton: Learning to Learn  

 December 2015 • 272 pages 
 Cloth  (9781473905894) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781473905900) • £22.99 

 UNDERSTANDING AND USING 

 THE TEACHERS' 
STANDARDS IN
THE CLASSROOM 
Second Edition
Roy Blatchford

All teachers and trainee teachers need to 
work towards and within the framework of 
the Teachers' Standards. This is the essential 
guide to the application of these standards 
in the classroom. 

This text is written to support teachers and trainee teachers to interpret 
the standards effectively and independently, and to apply them to their 
teaching. The chapters mirror the standards themselves and practical 
guidance and classroom based examples help the reader link theory to 
practice. The text supports the reader to enhance their understanding 
of the standards and to see how their effective application can improve 
teaching and professional practice. 

This Second Edition has been updated to include notes on the new 
OFSTED framework and the new National Curriculum. Also included 
are more questions for trainee teachers to help them think around the 
standards in relation to their placements and assess how and whether 
they have met the requirements.

 May 2015 • 120 pages 
 Cloth  (9781473925267) • £60.00 
 Paper  (9781473925274) • £14.99 

THE TEACHERS' 

 THEORIES OF LEARNING 
  Debra mcgregor   Oxford Brookes 
University   and   Patricia murphy   
The Open University  

 Closely examining the learning process, and 
demonstrating how different theories support 
different teaching approaches, this book 
explores major theories of learning, recent 
research on the nature of the brain, and how 
they can be applied in the classroom.

Seamlessly balancing theory with the 
practical implications of different schools 
of thought, the authors accessibly present challenging ideas including: 

•  how you can influence learning and the development of understanding 
through your teaching 

•  how different perspectives contribute to how we understand learning 
and the challenges raised by new ideas 

•  applying learning theory to assessment in order to evaluate 
current practices 

•  rich descriptions of learning in a range of contexts across age ranges 
using case studies, tasks, reflective questions and commentaries. 

 CONTENTS 
 Part I: Introduction to Thinking About Learning / What is Learning? / How is Mind 
Understood: Educational Psychology and Learning / An Introduction to Learning Theories: 
Relating Learning, Knowledge and Pedagogy / Learning and Assessment: Relating 
Theory And Practice / Applying Theories of Learning to Teaching and Assessment / 
Part II: Defining the Nature of Learning : What Does it Look Like From the Different 
Perspectives? / Behaviourist Theory / Constructivist Theory / Social Constructivist Theory 
/ Socio-Culturalist Theory / Brain-Friendly Learning: a Reflective Critique / What Does 
Neuroscience Tell Us About Learning? Which Theories Does it Support? / Part III: What 
Does it All Mean For a Classroom Practitioner? / Using Theory to Design For Learning 
/ Theorizing Assessment Practice / (Re)Applying Learning Theory To Inform Teaching 

 October 2015 • 256 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446253137) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781446253144) • £20.99 

 THEORIES OF LEARNING 
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  PASSING THE NUMERACY 
SKILLS TEST 
 Sixth Edition 

  mark Patmore  

 All applicants to Initial Teacher Training in 
England need to pass the Numeracy Skills 
Test before starting their course. The test 
is designed to ensure trainee teachers have 
a sound grasp of numeracy skills such as 
mental arithmetic and interpreting statistics 
and can apply these in practice.

This popular and widely recommended book outlines all of the 
requirements of the Numeracy Skills Test, explains the essential 
subject knowledge candidates need and includes practice questions 
for test preparation.

This Sixth Edition, written by one of the authors of the test itself, is 
updated throughout and includes a full practice test, more practice 
questions and more question and answer commentary. This text is 
more than a collection of practice questions, it includes advice, tips, test 
commentary and guidance to help applicants pass first time.

It helps students to: 

•   familiarize themselves with the skills and knowledge to be tested 
•   fully understand the format and structure of the numeracy skills test 
•   know what to expect on the day of the test. 

 CONTENTS 
  Key Knowledge / Mental Arithmetic / Using and Applying General Arithmetic / Interpreting 
and Using Statistical Information / Practice Mental Arithmetic and On-Screen Tests / 
Answers and Key Points  

 ACHIEvINg qTS SERIES 
 February 2015 • 120 pages 
 Cloth  (9781473911741) • £50.00 
 Paper  (9781473911758) • £9.99                                                     

 PASSING THE NUMERACY  INITIAL TEACHER 
EDUCATION IN SCHOOLS 
 A guide for Practitioners 
 Edited by  Carey Philpott   University of 
Strathclyde  ,   Helen Scott   University
of Northampton   and   Carrie mercier 
 University of Cumbria  

 Balancing the practical and the conceptual, 
this book provides guidance on how teacher 
training can be effective in school-based 
settings. Examples from existing primary and 
secondary school-based programmes explore good practice and show 
how challenges to developing courses can be overcome. 

 August 2014 • 200 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446275849) • £75.00 
 Paper  (9781446275856) • £25.99 

 PSYCHOLOGY
FOR TEACHERS 
  Scott Buckler   and   Paul Castle   
both at University of Worcester  

 Explaining how an understanding of 
psychology can support effective teaching 
to meet the needs of different learners, this 
book is supported by research findings and 
an emphasis of the factors underpinning high-
quality teaching.  

 January 2014 • 392 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446211144) • £75.00 
 Paper  (9781446211151) • £24.99 

 PASSING THE 
PROFESSIONAL
SKILLS TESTS FOR 
TRAINEE TEACHERS
AND GETTING INTO ITT 
 Second Edition 

  Bruce Bond  ,   Jim Johnson  ,   mark Patmore  ,
  Nina weiss   and   geoff Barker  

The complete guide to applying to teacher training and passing the 
Professional Skills Tests for Trainee Teachers. 

This is the student guide to how to prepare for, approach and succeed in 
the Professional Skills Tests for Trainee Teachers. It takes readers through 
how the tests work and includes hints and tips on what to expect and how 
to respond. It offers clear and concise guidance on revision and examples 
of questions so applicants can prepare for the tests and pass. Also included 
is essential information on teaching and schools and information on how to 
successfully apply to Initial Teacher Training (ITT) in England.

This Second Edition has been updated with added practice questions, 
and a new chapter with trainee and tutor profiles giving an up-to-date and 
focused insight into how to get into teacher training, and what it's like to 
complete the course.

 April 2015 • 224 pages 
 Cloth  (9781473913448) • £60.00 
 Paper  (9781473913455) • £19.99 

 PASSING THE  PASSING THE LITERACY 
SKILLS TEST 
 Fourth Edition 

  Jim Johnson   and   Bruce Bond  

 All applicants to Initial Teacher Training in 
England need to PASS the Literacy Skills 
Test before starting their course. The test 
is designed to ensure trainee teachers have 
a sound grasp of literacy skills such as 
comprehension and spelling and can apply 
these in practice. 

This popular and widely recommended book outlines all of the requirements 
of the Literacy Skills Test, explains the essential subject knowledge 
candidates need and includes practice questions for test preparation. 

This Fourth Edition, written by authors of the test itself, is updated 
throughout and includes a full practice test, more practice questions 
and more question and answer commentary. This text is more than a 
collection of practice questions. It includes advice, tips, test commentary 
and guidance to help students pass first time. It helps students to: 

•   familiarize themselves with the skills and knowledge to be tested 
•   fully understand the format and structure of the literacy skills test 
•   know what to expect on the day of the test. 

 ACHIEvINg qTS SERIES 

 February 2015 • 136 pages 
 Cloth  (9781473913424) • £50.00 
 Paper  (9781473913431) • £9.99 

 PASSING THE LITERACY 
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 PRIMARY PROFESSIONAL STUDIES 
 Third Edition 

 Edited by  Alice Hansen   Education Consultant  

 Primary teacher training is challenging. Trainees must be prepared to 
consider teaching in innovative ways, while remaining focussed on the 
unchanging requirements of children’s learning. The Third Edition of this 
popular core book supports trainee teachers working towards primary QTS.

Taking account of the diverse aspects of primary professional studies, 
this comprehensive text is mapped to the Teachers' Standards and the 
new National Curriculum. It begins with an exploration of the curriculum, 
reviewing recent changes, together with the new National Curriculum, 
as well as taking a wider view of curriculum design and delivery. The 
text moves on to look at 'The Developing Child', encouraging students 
to home in on child-centred teaching and learning and explores the 
needs and learning journeys of all children. The third section considers 
'The Developing Teacher'. It outlines and highlights the professional role 
of the teacher and helps trainees to consider the kind of teachers they 
want to be. Finally, the text covers essential 'Teaching Skills', offering 
trainees friendly and accessible advice on planning, assessments and 
behaviour management. The book offers in-depth coverage of all aspects 
of teaching and learning together with practical teaching suggestions. 

Chapters on inclusion, safeguarding and the wider school community 
explore key issues in current teaching and learning. 

This Third Edition includes new chapters on children's learning in the 
early years and children's voice, enhancing the text's child-centred focus. 
Also included in this edition is a completely new chapter on managing your 
teaching environment to help trainees consider the small things about 
everyday teaching that can really make a difference in the classroom. 

 TRANSFORmINg PRImARy qTS SERIES 
 May 2015 •  320 pages
 Cloth  (9781473916074) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781473916081) • £22.99 

 PRIMARY PROFESSIONAL STUDIES  CREATIVITY IN THE 
PRIMARY CLASSROOM 
 Second Edition 

  Juliet Desailly   Education Consultant  

 Creativity is an integral element of any primary classroom, and the new 
curriculum allows greater freedom than ever before to incorporate this into 
teaching. Being a creative teacher involves generating new ideas, reflecting 
upon and evaluating different teaching approaches, and establishing an 
environment that supports creativity in pupils. Filled with ideas, activities 
and reflective tasks and underpinned by relevant theory, this practical 
book explores how to develop as a creative teacher, empowering students 
to implement their own engaging and inspiring approaches to planning, 
teaching and assessment. Drawing from detailed real-life examples, this 
Second Edition includes: 

•   updated links to the new National Curriculum and Teachers’ Standards 
•   more guidance for each subject area 
•   increased coverage of assessment and creative teaching for differentiation. 

 CONTENTS 
 Part I: What Is Creativity? / The Key Elements of Creativity / Creativity In Education: History 
and Theoretical Background / Part II: A Creative Child in a Creative Classroom / Building the 
Skills to Work Creatively / Establishing the Ethos / Part III: A Creative Teacher / What Makes 
a Creative Teacher? / Key Skills for the Creative Teacher / Part IV: A Creative Curriculum 
/ Planning for Creative Outcomes / Medium-Term Planning for Creative Outcomes / Case 
Studies: Creativity in Practice 

 December 2015 • 232 pages 
 Cloth  (9781473912557) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781473912564) • £22.99 

 CREATIVITY IN THE 

 CREATIVITY IN
PRIMARY EDUCATION 
 Third Edition 

 Edited by  Anthony wilson   
University of Exeter  

 A guide to a theoretical awareness and 
understanding of the role creativity in teaching 
and learning across the primary curriculum. 

 ACHIEvINg qTS SERIES 
 December 2014 • 264 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446280645) • £60.00 
 Paper  (9781446280652) • £24.99 

CREATIVITY IN

 PROFESSIONAL STUDIES 
IN PRIMARY EDUCATION 
 Second Edition 

 Edited by  Hilary Cooper   
University of Cumbria  

 Helps trainee primary teachers explore 
and understand the range of practical and 
theoretical professional aspects of teaching 
they need to learn, in order to prepare for 
their career in the classroom. 

 March 2014 • 408 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446280751) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781446280768) • £22.99 

 UNDERSTANDING 
TEACHING AND 
LEARNING IN
PRIMARY EDUCATION 
 Edited by  mike Carroll   and
  margaret mcCulloch   both at 
University of Glasgow  

 Providing guidance and insight into the 
professional knowledge and understanding, 
skills and abilities necessary to succeed in 
the primary classroom, this book includes real-life examples to support 
student teachers to prepare and practically engage with the experiences 
they will encounter in schools. 

 March 2014 • 352 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446254820) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781446270622) • £21.99 
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 TRAINING TO TEACH IN 
PRIMARY SCHOOLS 
 A practical guide to School-based training and placements 

 Third Edition 

  Jane medwell   The University of Nottingham  

 Full of practical help and guidance, this is a must-have for primary trainees on 
school experience, whether they are in a school-based or university-based 
teacher training programme. It begins by helping trainees to plan their own 
journey through training and beyond. Taking control of their own training in 
this way supports student teachers to approach the course with confidence, 
and secure their first teaching job.

The book provides guidance on: 

•  adapting to working in school 
•  observing, planning and evaluating in school 
•  teaching on placement 
•  assessing, monitoring and reporting on children's progress 
•  self-evaluation and how to pre-empt and resolve issues 
•  securing the first teaching job and succeeding in the NQT year. 

 This book supports student teachers throughout their school-based training 
and prepares them for the journey ahead. 

 March 2015 •  160 pages
 Cloth  (9781473913073) • £60.00 
 Paper  (9781473913080) • £21.99 

 TRAINING TO TEACH IN 

HELPFUL HINTS FROM JANE MEDWELL
In her forthcoming book, Training to Teach in Primary Schools, Jane 
Medwell considers some key personal qualities of successful trainee 
teachers. Throughout their training, trainees must master teaching skills, 
learn new subject knowledge, manage whole classes and work with 
individual children. All the while reflecting on their own learning and 
performance. Jane considers the three key qualities trainees need to 
successfully navigate these challenges.

Openness 
Teaching is no longer a private activity between teacher and pupils. Your 
colleagues, including teachers, fellow trainees, teaching assistants, 
mentors and tutors, will share their views about your teaching, especially 
if you ask them to! To get the very most from feedback, whether it is day- 
to-day comments or detailed lesson observation notes, requires you to 
be open to it. 

Reflectiveness 
You might think or tell someone that ‘My lesson went well’ or ‘My pupils 
didn’t seem to understand’ or ‘My students were badly behaved today’. 
However, without more time spent focussing on the details of a lesson or 
discussing what has happened, you might not be able to identify what 
has happened and why. Reflective teaching is a more systematic process 
of collecting, recording and analysing thoughts and observations of pupil 
learning, and then going on to making changes. You should evaluate all 
your lessons in terms of pupil learning and your teaching.

Resilience 
The emotional demands of teaching are huge and well-recognised. 
Demonstrating resilience by being able to recover from everyday, as well 
as especially challenging difficulties, is important for your survival and 
happiness in your work. If you feel that you have a sense of agency in your 
role as teacher you will be more resilient and be able to weather the ups 
and downs of school based training. It is really important that you recognise 
that resilience is not an innate psychological quality, but a capacity which 
is socially constructed and recognise that learning to teach is complex, 
demanding and teaching is an interactive profession.

HELPFUL HINTS FROM JANE MEDWELLHELPFUL HINTS FROM JANE MEDWELL

Primary Education
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 THE PRIMARY 
CURRICULUM 
 A Creative Approach 

 Second Edition 

 Edited by  Patricia Driscoll   Canterbury 
Christ Church University  ,   Andrew Lambirth  
University of Greenwich   and   Judith Roden   
Canterbury Christ Church University  

 In order to be a successful primary teacher, 
students need a clear understanding of good teaching practice across 
the subjects that make up the primary curriculum. 

This Second Edition has been fully updated to include key points from 
the 2014 National Curriculum in England, balancing a clear discussion 
of the principles behind high-quality teaching with the requirements of 
current policy. An emphasis on creative approaches supports students 
in developing inspiring cross-curricular practice. 

New to this edition: 

•  links to the 2014 National Curriculum in England in every chapter 
•  case studies in every chapter that provide useful examples of creative 

teaching in each curriculum subject 
•  expanded coverage on assessment and planning. 

 CONTENTS 
 An Introduction to English / An Introduction to Mathematics / An Introduction to Science 
/ An Introduction to Design and Technology / An Introduction to History / An Introduction 
to Geography / An Introduction to Physical Education / An Introduction to Computing 
/ An Introduction to Music / An Introduction to Art and Design / An Introduction to 
Religious Education / An Introduction to Foreign Languages / An Introduction to 
Cross-Curricular Learning 

 March 2015 • 312 pages 
 Cloth  (9781473903647) • £70.00 
 Paper  (9781473903876) • £23.99 

 THE PRIMARY  INNOVATIVE TEACHING 
AND LEARNING IN 
PRIMARY SCHOOLS 
  Des Hewitt   University of Warwick   and 
  Susan Tarrant   University of Derby  

 Innovation in the classroom is about 
empowering teachers to develop intelligent, 
creative and effective teaching methods that 
will challenge and engage learners.

Drawing on contemporary research and case 
studies from the UK and internationally, this book examines the theory 
behind innovative teaching and learning and its practical application in 
primary schools. Topics covered include: 

•  creative approaches to learning in primary and early years education 
•  using different settings and technologies to develop thinking skills 
•  promoting positive classroom behaviour and inclusion 
•  innovation in planning and assessment. 
 With reflection points throughout the chapters to help think through 
and plan for innovative teaching, this is essential reading for all aspiring 
primary teachers, on school-based (SCITT, School Direct, Teach First), 
university-based (PGCE, PGDE, BEd, BA QTS) and employment-based 
routes into teaching. 

 CONTENTS 
 What is Education for? / Teaching and Learning in Schools / How Do Children Learn in the 
Early Years?: Links to Theory and Innovation / The Development of Children’s Thinking 
Skills: Links to Theory and Innovation / Where Do Children Learn? / A Curriculum for 
Innovation / Innovative Learning Technologies / Working with Others as Part of a Team / 
Inclusion and Classroom Behaviour / Innovative Approaches to Educational Assessment 
and Planning / Innovation: Today and Tomorrow 

 February 2015 • 216 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446266687) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781446266694) • £21.99 

INNOVATIVE TEACHING 

 PLANNING THE PRIMARY 
NATIONAL CURRICULUM 
 A Complete guide for Trainees 
and Teachers 

 Edited by  Keira Sewell   
Education Consultant  

To teach the new Primary National 
Curriculum, teachers need more than just the 
Programmes of Study. This ultimate resource 
not only comes with the programmes of study 
for each subject but takes this further with notes and guidance to help 
readers interpret it for their own class. It offers guidance to understand, 
plan for, teach and assess the curriculum. Along with sequenced lesson 
examples in all subject chapters, it includes notes on:

• curriculum design and structure
• how the teaching of each subject can be organised
• assessment opportunities
• key and essential resources
• using ICT to enhance teaching and learning.
It encourages thinking more widely about how the curriculum should 
be taught, exploring the creative curriculum, dialogic teaching, cross 
curricular learning and more current thinking about interpreting the 
curriculum.  A must-have for trainee and practising teachers. 

 April 2015 • 176 pages 
 Cloth  (9781473912229) • £60.00 
 Paper  (9781473912236) • £22.99 

 PLANNING THE PRIMARY  UNDERSTANDING 
PERSONAL, SOCIAL, 
HEALTH AND ECONOMIC 
EDUCATION IN PRIMARY 
SCHOOLS 
  Nick Boddington   PSHE Association  , 
  Adrian King   and   Jenny mcwhirter  

 Full of practical strategies and examples that 
clearly demonstrate how to discuss PSHE topics with primary-aged 
children, this book has been officially endorsed and quality assured by 
the PSHE Association. 

 March 2014 • 296 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446268742) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781446268759) • £21.99 
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 UNDERSTANDING 
ASSESSMENT IN 
PRIMARY EDUCATION 
  Sue Faragher  

 This book looks at the role and purpose 
of assessment in primary education and 
provides guidance and practical strategies, 
so students understand assessment and how 
to use it effectively in their teaching. 

 August 2014 • 192 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446273852) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781446273869) • £21.99 

 PRIMARY MATHEMATICS 
FOR TRAINEE TEACHERS 
 Edited by  marcus witt   University 
of the West of England  

 With chapter sequencing following the new 
Curriculum, this book supports trainee teachers 
make use of the opportunities presented in the 
National Curriculum for effective and engaging 
primary maths teaching. 

 TRANSFORmINg PRImARy qTS SERIES 
 November 2014 • 304 pages 
 Cloth  (9781473905870) • £60.00 
 Paper  (9781473905887) • £21.99 

 PRIMARY MATHEMATICS 

INTERACTIvE EBOOK

 MATHEMATICS 
EXPLAINED FOR 
PRIMARY TEACHERS 
 Fifth Edition 

  Derek Haylock   Education Consultant   and 
  Ralph manning   University of East Anglia  

 Derek Haylock’s much-loved textbook, 
mathematics Explained for Primary Teachers, helps trainee teachers 
gain the skills to confidently teach mathematics by increasing their own 
understanding of mathematical concepts, and how children learn them. 
This Fifth Edition also includes free access to an interactive online 
textbook which gives the flexibility and support to study how and where 
they want. 

 June 2014 • 496 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446285862) • £85.00 
 Paper & Interactive ebook (9781446285879) • 
£26.99 (exclusive of VAT)
£ 27.99 (inclusive of VAT)

 STUDENT WORKBOOK
FOR MATHEMATICS 
EXPLAINED FOR 
PRIMARY TEACHERS 
 Second Edition 

  Derek Haylock   Education Consultant   and 
  Ralph manning   University of East Anglia  

 The accompanying Student workbook to 
mathematics Explained for Primary Teachers includes over 500 
practice problems, with detailed solutions and explanatory notes, so 
trainee teachers can review, practice and apply their understanding of 
mathematics principles. 

 June 2014 • 168 pages 
 Paper  (9781446285947) • £15.99 

 SUBJECT TEACHING IN 
PRIMARY EDUCATION 
 Edited by  Patrick Smith   University 
of Wolverhampton   and   Lyn Dawes   
University of Northampton  

 Provides guidance for teacher trainees on 
subject teaching across the curriculum, with 
a clear focus on school based learning. Offers 
clear links to the 2014 National Curriculum, 
integrated with discussions about general 
best practice teaching. 

 March 2014 • 296 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446267882) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781446267899) • £21.99 

 REFLECTIVE PRIMARY 
MATHEMATICS 
 A guide for Student Teachers 

  Elizabeth Jackson   University of Cumbria  

 This book helps with becoming an assured 
teacher who can give young learners the 
high quality mathematics education that they 
deserve, by exploring the philosophy that lies 
behind good mathematics teaching and its 
application in the classroom.

Readers are encouraged to put their own thoughts on mathematics learning 
and teaching under the microscope and examine their own perceptions and 
understanding in order to develop as critically reflective teachers, aware of 
potential challenges and what is needed for effective mathematics teaching 
in the primary school. Coverage includes:

• difficulties with teaching 
and learning mathematics

• common beliefs and attitudes
• mathematical engagement

• subject knowledge
• relevance of mathematics
• bringing about change. 

 CONTENTS 
 History of Difficulties in Learning Mathematics / Considering a Need for Change / Mathematics 
Teaching and Learning Framework for Critical Reflection / Attitudes Towards Mathematics / 
Mathematical Engagement / The Importance of Mathematics Subject Knowledge / The Nature 
of Mathematics / Forming a Philosophy for Teaching and Learning Mathematics / Aspirations 
for Learning and Teaching Mathematics / Developing Mathematical Understanding 

 September 2015 • 256 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446295106) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781446295113) • £21.99 

 REFLECTIVE PRIMARY 
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 PRIMARY MATHEMATICS: 
KNOWLEDGE AND 
UNDERSTANDING 
 Seventh Edition 

  Claire mooney   Trent University, CA  ,
  Alice Hansen   Education Consultant  ,
  Lindsey Ferrie  ,   Sue Fox   and
  Reg wrathmell   University of Winchester  

New edition of the essential mathematics 
subject knowledge text helps trainee primary teachers develop and 
consolidate their knowledge of mathematics. With research summaries 
reflecting the latest thinking, interactive tasks and a self assessment 
section, this edition is updated in line with the new National Curriculum.

 ACHIEvINg qTS SERIES 
 June 2014 • 184 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446295489) • £60.00 
 Paper  (9781446295496) • £19.99 

 TEACHING NUMBER IN
THE CLASSROOM WITH 
4-8 YEAR OLDS 
 Second Edition 

  Robert J wright   Southern Cross 
University  ,   garry Stanger   New South 
Wales Department of Education and 
Training  ,   Ann K. Stafford   USMRC 
Specialist   and   James martland  
University of Liverpool  

 Revised and updated to a full-colour, easy-to-navigate layout, and with a 
new  companion website, this new edition is part of the best-selling series 
that brings the principles and practice of the acclaimed Mathematics 
Recovery Programme to whole-class teaching. 

 mATH RECOvERy 
 October 2014 • 256 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446282687) • £75.00 
 Paper  (9781446282694) • £24.99 

 PRIMARY MATHEMATICS: 
TEACHING THEORY AND 
PRACTICE 
 Seventh Edition 

  Claire mooney   Trent University,
    mary Briggs   Oxford Brookes University, 
    Alice Hansen   Education Consultant  , 
  Judith mcCullouch   University of 
Winchester   and   mike Fletcher 
 University   of Sussex

 This new edition of this popular text for primary trainees, helping them 
to consolidate and develop their mathematics teaching skills is now 
updated in line with the new National Curriculum. 

 ACHIEvINg qTS SERIES 
 June 2014 • 224 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446295502) • £60.00 
 Paper  (9781446295595) • £19.99 

 PRIMARY MATHEMATICS 
AUDIT AND TEST 
 Fourth Edition 

  mike Fletcher   University of Sussex   
and   Claire mooney   Trent University  

 A tool for trainee primary teachers to 
identify their strengths and weaknesses in 
Mathematics and to monitor and evaluate 
progress towards Qualified Teacher Status. 

 ACHIEvINg qTS SERIES 
 January 2014 • 80 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446282700) • £50.00 
 Paper  (9781446282717) • £12.99 

 CHILDREN'S ERRORS
IN MATHEMATICS 
 Third Edition 

  Alice Hansen   Education Consultant  , 
  Doreen Drews  ,   John Dudgeon  , 
  Fiona Lawton   University of Cumbria 
(Lancaster)   and   Liz Surtees  

 This latest edition of the popular and 
practical guide to children's common errors 
and misconceptions in mathematics is now 
updated and linked to the new National Curriculum. 

 June 2014 • 256 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446274422) • £60.00 
 Paper  (9781446274439) • £18.99 

 LESSONS IN TEACHING 
NUMBER AND PLACE 
VALUE IN PRIMARY 
SCHOOLS 
  Kathleen morgan   and   Stephanie Suter  
University of Worcester  

 This book develops trainees' subject 
knowledge by considering exemplar lessons 
alongside detailed exploration of what makes 
them good, and the theory behind them. All the exemplar lessons are in 
line with the new National Curriculum and further resources are available 
on the companion website. 

 LESSONS IN TEACHINg 
 September 2014 • 152 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446295250) • £60.00 
 Paper  (9781446295267) • £18.99 
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 PRIMARY ENGLISH: 
KNOWLEDGE AND 
UNDERSTANDING 
 Seventh Edition 

  Jane medwell   The University of 
Nottingham  ,   David wray  ,   george moore 
 University of Warwick   and   vivienne griffiths  
Canterbury Christ Church University  

 This latest edition of the essential English 
subject knowledge text will help trainee primary teachers develop 
and consolidate their knowledge of English. With research summaries 
reflecting the latest thinking, interactive tasks and a self-assessment 
section, this edition is updated in line with the new National Curriculum. 

 ACHIEvINg qTS SERIES 
 July 2014 • 256 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446295236) • £60.00 
 Paper  (9781446295243) • £19.99 

 DEVELOPING LITERACY
IN THE PRIMARY 
CLASSROOM 
  gary woolley   University of 
the Sunshine Coast  

 Combining an examination of theory and 
research with practical case studies and 
real examples of teaching practice, this book 
shows how to engage and motivate children 
to develop a range of primary English skills. 

 June 2014 • 264 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446267288) • £70.00 
 Paper  (9781446267295) • £23.99 

 PRIMARY ENGLISH FOR 
TRAINEE TEACHERS 
 Edited by  David waugh   University of 
Durham  ,   wendy Jolliffe   University of Hull   
and   Kate Allott   York St John University  

 With chapter sequencing following the new 
Curriculum, this book supports trainee 
teachers to make use of the opportunities 
presented in the National Curriculum 
for ef fective and engaging primary 
English teaching. 

 September 2014 • 312 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446296592) • £60.00 
 Paper  (9781446296608) • £21.99 

 PRIMARY ENGLISH: 
TEACHING THEORY
AND PRACTICE 
 Seventh Edition 

  Jane medwell   The University of 
Nottingham  ,   David wray  ,   Hilary minns   
University of Warwick  ,   vivienne griffiths   
Canterbury Christ Church University   
and   Liz Coates   University of Warwick  

 A new edition of this popular text for primary trainees which is aimed 
at consolidating and developing their English teaching skills. Offering 
practical guidance for creative English teaching, it has been updated in 
line with the new National Curriculum. 

 ACHIEvINg qTS SERIES 
 July 2014 • 216 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446295212) • £60.00 
 Paper  (9781446295229) • £19.99 

 PRIMARY ENGLISH
AUDIT AND TEST 
 Fourth Edition 

  Sue Reid  ,   Angela Sawyer   and
  mary Bennett-Hartley   all 
at Newman University  

 A tool for trainee primary teachers to identify 
their strengths and weaknesses in English 
and to monitor and evaluate progress 
towards Qualified Teacher Status. 

 ACHIEvINg qTS SERIES 
 February 2014 • 80 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446282748) • £50.00 
 Paper  (9781446282755) • £12.99 

 Free Digital Inspection 
Copies for Lecturers

SAGE has teamed up with a number of online 
delivery partners so lecturers can have digital 
access to textbooks for consideration for 
course use. 
Contact your local sales representative at 
www.sagepub.co.uk/findmyrep for all your 
course needs. 
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 PROGRESSION IN 
PRIMARY ENGLISH 
  Linda Saunders   St Mary's 
University, Twickenham  

 In order to have a strong understanding of 
primary English, teachers need to understand 
how children learn reading, writing and 
language skills, and how these develop 
throughout childhood.

Covering the interconnected areas of 
speaking, listening, reading and writing, and 
awareness of the new National Curriculum in England, this book gives 
beginning teachers clear, pragmatic guidance on how to plan, deliver 
and assess high-quality teaching. Key features include:

• recurring case studies in each chapter provide realistic examples of 
children’s literacy development across the primary age phase

• research focus boxes explore contemporary research findings and 
what they mean for the classroom

• activities and classroom application sections give practical advice 
that can be used in teaching. 

 CONTENTS 
 What Do We Mean by Progression In Primary English? / Speaking And Listening / English 
As An Additional Language / Progression In Reading Acquisition / Reading Comprehension 
/ Reading Engagement / Writing Composition / Grammar / Spelling And Handwriting / 
Looking Forward 

 March 2015 • 272 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446282939) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781446282946) • £21.99 

 PROGRESSION IN 

 USING MULTILITERACIES 
AND MULTIMODALITIES 
TO SUPPORT YOUNG 
CHILDREN'S LEARNING 
  marie Charles   and   Bill Boyle   
University of Manchester  

 An exploration of approaches to teaching 
through multiliteracies, this text helps trainee 
and practising teachers understand and 
support learners to enable development of their reading and writing skills. 

 April 2014 • 160 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446273333) • £75.00 
 Paper  (9781446273340) • £24.99 

 READING DEVELOPMENT 
AND TEACHING 
  morag Stuart   and   Rhona Stainthorp  

 This textbook is an invaluable resource for 
educators, teachers, educational psychologists, 
and any professional who is involved with 
teaching children to read. It provides a detailed 
examination of the processes that are involved in 
achieving fluent word reading skills and ability to 
comprehend written texts. Understanding these 
processes and their development empowers 
teachers to select appropriate, evidence-based teaching strategies and thus 
teach children more effectively. 

 CONTENTS 
 Part I: Reading The Words on The Page / How Do We, as Skilled Readers, Read Words? 
/ Development of Word Reading Processes / Teaching Word Reading Skills / Part II: 
Understanding Spoken and Written Language / Development of Language Comprehension 
Processes / Understanding Written Language (Reading Comprehension) / Teaching to 
Develop Reading Comprehension / Part III: Assessment and Intervention / Assessing Word 
Reading Skills and Reading Comprehension / Treating Word Reading Difficulties (Dyslexia) 
/ Treating Reading Comprehension Difficulties / Overview / Interplay Between, and Mutual 
Dependence of the Two Dimensions of the Simple View of Reading. 

 DISCOvERIES & ExPLANATIONS IN CHILD DEvELOPmENT 
 November 2015 • 208 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446249031) • £75.00 
 Paper  (9781446249048) • £24.99 

 READING DEVELOPMENT 

 MAKING LITERACY REAL 
 Theories and Practices for 
Learning and Teaching 
 Second Edition 
  Joanne Larson   University of Rochester,    
and   Jackie marsh   University of Sheffield  

 Updated with new chapters covering digital 
literacy, space and play, and multimodality, 
this new edition offers an overview of the 
major fields in literacy studies. Accessible 
exploration of key theories and their relevance 
in the primary classroom are supported with real-life case studies 
followed by discussion of its contents by a leading name in the field. 

 November 2014 • 216 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446295380) • £75.00 
 Paper  (9781446295397) • £24.99 

 MAKING LITERACY REAL 

 UNDERSTANDING 
READING 
COMPREHENSION 
 Processes and Practices 
  wayne Tennent   University of East London  

 Can baboons read? That is the thought-
provoking question that opens this 
wonderfully accessible book for trainee 
and practising primary school teachers to 
fully understand the process of reading 
comprehension. It develops subject knowledge and provides practical 
strategies and lesson ideas to teach comprehension confidently. 

 November 2014 • 224 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446273173) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781446273180) • £22.99 

green SAgE
Did you know you can now go paperless?

If you’d prefer to receive our catalogues and book 
information by email, you can switch off print by 
updating your communication preferences at
www.sagepub.co.uk/myaccount
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 BECOMING A TEACHER OF READING 
  margaret Perkins   University of Reading  

 Learning to read is one of the most important life skills teachers can 
help a child develop. Teaching reading is a vital part of a career in the 
classroom and engaging with the range of different learning styles 
children have is a real challenge. Trainee teachers need to learn how to 
address this variety of learning needs, and also meet the wider demands 
of the curriculum. Margaret Perkins helps students meet these challenges 
to become confident, reflective teachers of reading by providing: 

• an in-depth explanation of phonics teaching alongside other teaching 
approaches, empowering trainees to choose the right approach for 
each individual child 

• key research findings so students can apply the latest thinking to their 
teaching practice 

• reflective activities to help you apply theory to your practice, and 
develop your teaching skills

• classroom scenarios of teacher-child interactions that demonstrate 
how children learn and respond to different teaching strategies. 

 CONTENTS 
 Knowing About the Reading Process / Being a Reader / What Do We Read? / How Do 
Children Develop as Readers? / Providing a Reading Environment / Teaching Systematic 
Synthetic Phonics: Subject Knowledge and Progression / Teaching Decoding: The 
Pedagogy of Phonics / Teaching Comprehension / Teaching Strategies for Reading 
Lessons / Knowing and Recording Children’s Development as Readers / Supporting 
Individuals / Becoming an Outstanding Teacher of Reading 

 March 2015 • 264 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446273135) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781446273142) • £21.99 

 BECOMING A TEACHER OF READING 

60 SECONDS WITH MARGARET PERKINS
what is the philosophy behind the book?
I believe that being a teacher of reading is not about learning 
teaching strategies or following a scheme, but about a deep 
personal knowledge and understanding of what reading is and 
what it can do for you. I once asked trainee teachers what they 
thought they were teaching when they taught reading and found 

that the most significant influences on their understanding were their own 
experiences of reading and of learning to read. That is why at the start 
of the book I ask readers to reflect on their own reading: the things they 
read, the way they learned to read and what reading means to them. Only 
through a full experience of reading themselves can teachers share with 
children the pleasure and power of reading.

There is great emphasis these days on learning to decode and I am the first 
to admit the key importance of that. Nobody can become an independent 
reader if they cannot make sense of those strange marks on the page 
but that is just one part of learning to read. What brings a text to life is 
an emotional and intellectual engagement with the message of what is 
being read.

what do you hope that readers will take from it?
 I hope the book will give readers an understanding of what it means to be 
a reader and then of how they can help children to access and experience 
what reading has to offer them.

what inspired you to 
become a teacher of 
reading yourself?

My love of reading is the heart 
of it and a desire to share that 
with children. Once a month I 
read to children aged 3 – 7 in my 
local library. We read all sorts of 
texts and talk about them; the 
excitement of sharing in their 
enjoyment and listening to their 
interpretations is a constant 
reminder of the importance 
of reading. Teaching children 
to read is to empower them 
as citizens, to enrich them as 
people and to introduce them 
to different ways of seeing, 
being and knowing.

How exciting!

MargaretMargaretMargaretMargaretMargaretMargaretMargaret
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 TEACHING SYSTEMATIC SYNTHETIC 
PHONICS IN PRIMARY SCHOOLS 
 Second Edition 

  wendy Jolliffe   University of Hull  ,   David waugh   
University of Durham   and   Angela Carss  

 Systematic synthetic phonics is a key strategy in the teaching of reading 
and this text supports trainee teachers working towards primary QTS 
in how to use phonics effectively. It explores what works in phonics 
teaching, and why.

Starting with the subject knowledge that underpins effective teaching, 
the book goes on to explore pedagogy from the early years to Key Stage 
Two. It book includes a review of different popular phonics programmes, 
set against the DfE (2011) criteria for high-quality phonics teaching.

New to this edition:

• updated in line with the new National Curriculum
• includes new guidance on the Year 1 phonics screen
• a new section with lessons ideas and practical guidance for 

teaching phonics. 

 TRANSFORmINg PRImARy qTS SERIES 
 May 2015 •  224 pages

 Cloth  (9781473908239) • £60.00 
 Paper  (9781473908246) • £19.99 

 TEACHING SYSTEMATIC SYNTHETIC  TEACHING SYSTEMATIC SYNTHETIC  TEACHING SYSTEMATIC SYNTHETIC 

 LESSONS IN TEACHING 
READING COMPREHENSION
IN PRIMARY SCHOOLS 
  Suzanne Horton  ,   Branwen Bingle  
both at University  of Worcester   
and   Louise Beattie  

This book provides exemplar lessons in reading 
for more able pupils in KS2 and uses them as a 
starting point for learning. It explores the theory 
behind good lessons, what makes them good 
and how they can be adapted to suit different classes and different schools.

 LESSONS IN TEACHINg 
 June 2015 •  200 pages
 Cloth  (9781473916135) • £60.00 
 Paper  (9781473916142) • £19.99 

 LESSONS IN TEACHING 

 LESSONS IN TEACHING 
GRAMMAR IN PRIMARY 
SCHOOLS 
  Suzanne Horton   and   Branwen Bingle   
both at University of Worcester  

 This book uses exemplar primary grammar 
lessons as a starting point for learning, 
exploring the theory behind them, how they 
can be adapted to suit different year groups 
and different schools, and how trainees can 
learn from them to develop their subject and teaching knowledge. Additional 
student resources are available on the companion website . 

 LESSONS IN TEACHINg 
 April 2014 • 192 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446285701) • £60.00 
 Paper  (9781446285718) • £18.99 

 INSPIRING WRITING IN 
PRIMARY SCHOOLS 
  Liz Chamberlain   University of Winchester   and   Emma Kerrigan-Draper  

 Trainee and early career teachers often struggle to see the opportunities 
for meaningful writing in the curriculum. With the new curriculum being 
implemented since September 2014, there is an opportunity to respond 
more imaginatively to the way they approach and teach writing. So, how do 
they find examples of lessons that encourage purposeful writing across all 
curriculum areas? This book provides exemplar lessons alongside a detailed 
exploration of what makes them good, and the theory behind them, in order 
to consider the teaching of writing critically and envisage how they can shape 
lessons for their own teaching. 

This book offers practical guidance on planning inspiring writing lessons, 
as well as highlighting opportunities for writing across a range of subjects. 

 June 2015 •  200 pages
 Cloth  (9781473916098) • £60.00 
 Paper  (9781473916104) • £19.99 

 INSPIRING WRITING IN 
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 CREATIVE TEACHING IN 
PRIMARY SCIENCE 
  Roger Cutting   Plymouth University   
and   Orla Kelly   Church of Ireland 
College of Education  

 This book helps student teachers learn 
how to adopt a creative approach to 
teaching primary science, by discussing 
key aspects of science teaching and how 
creative approaches can be developed and 
embeded appropriately. 

 October 2014 • 192 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446255421) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781446255438) • £21.99 

 TEACHING SYNTHETIC 
PHONICS 
 Second Edition 

  Rhona Johnston   University of Hull   and 
  Joyce watson   University of St Andrews  

 This practical, up-to-date guide helps trainee 
teachers understand the theory behind 
phonics and how children's learning of 
reading can develop using synthetic phonics. 

 TEACHINg HANDBOOKS SERIES 
 December 2014 • 192 pages 
 Paper  (9781446298619) • £23.99 

 TEACHING SYNTHETIC 

 THE EAL TEACHING BOOK 
 Promoting Success for multilingual Learners in 
Primary and Secondary Schools 

 Second Edition 

  Jean Conteh   University of Leeds  

 As the number of children for whom English is an additional language 
in schools increases, how do teachers and trainees prepare to support 
them to succeed? This text is their must-have guide to understanding, 
learning from and teaching bilingual and EAL children in schools.

It begins by asking 'who are EAL learners' and challenging some of the 
misconceptions about this group. Focused theory supported by a wealth 
of information on practical teaching strategies and resources offers 
trainee and practising teachers day-to-day practice support. New to 
this Second Edition are chapters on language across the curriculum in 
secondary settings and using home languages and cultures in learning, 
as well as many new case studies from practising teachers offering 
insight and knowledge on teaching these learners. 

 TRANSFORmINg PRImARy qTS SERIES 
 March 2015 •  128 pages
 Cloth  (9781473913400) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781473913417) • £24.99 

 THE EAL TEACHING BOOK  PRIMARY SCIENCE 
 A guide to Teaching Practice 

 Second Edition 

 Edited by  mick Dunne   Manchester 
Metropolitan University   and   Alan Peacock  
University of Exeter  

 Touching on current curriculum concerns 
and the wider challenges of developing high-
quality science education, this book is an 
indispensable overview of important areas 
of teaching every aspiring primary school teacher needs to understand. 

 November 2014 • 312 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446295083) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781446295090) • £21.99 

 PRIMARY SCIENCE 

 PRIMARY SCIENCE FOR 
TRAINEE TEACHERS 
  Judith Roden   Canterbury Christ
Church University   and   James Archer  
Bradford College  

 With chapter sequencing following the new 
Curriculum, this book supports trainee 
teachers to make use of the opportunities 
presented in the National Curriculum 
for ef fective and engaging Primary 
Science teaching. 

 September 2014 • 264 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446296554) • £60.00 
 Paper  (9781446296561) • £21.99 

 PRIMARY SCIENCE: 
TEACHING THEORY
AND PRACTICE 
 Seventh Edition 

  John Sharp   Bishop Grosseteste
University College  ,   graham Peacock  ,   Rob 
Johnsey  ,   Shirley Simon   Institute
of Education, University of London  ,  
 Robin Smith   Sheffield Hallam University  , 
  Alan Cross   and   Diane Harris  
both at University of Manchester  

 The latest edition of this popular text for primary trainees will help them 
to consolidate and develop their science teaching skills. Covering the 
skills of planning, monitoring, assessment and class management, the 
book is also updated in line with the new National Curriculum. 

 ACHIEvINg qTS SERIES 
 June 2014 • 160 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446295953) • £60.00 
 Paper  (9781446295960) • £19.99 
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 PRIMARY SCIENCE: 
KNOWLEDGE AND 
UNDERSTANDING 
 Seventh Edition 

  graham Peacock  ,   John Sharp   Bishop 
Grosseteste University College  ,  
 Rob Johnsey   and   Debbie wright  

The essential subject knowledge text for 
primary science. Secure subject knowledge and 
understanding is the foundation of confident, creative and effective teaching. 
This comprehensive text includes interactive tasks, a self assessment section 
to allow trainees to better understand their level of knowledge and M level 
extension boxes to provide further challenge in all chapters. This Seventh 
Edition has been updated in line with the new primary science curriculum, 
includes a new chapter on 'Thinking Scientifically' and offers comprehensive 
coverage and research summaries reflecting the latest thinking. This highly 
recommended text helps trainee primary teachers develop and consolidate 
their knowledge of science.

 ACHIEvINg qTS SERIES 
 June 2014 • 256 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446295915) • £60.00 
 Paper  (9781446295922) • £19.99 

  TEACHING LANGUAGES
IN THE PRIMARY SCHOOL 
 Second Edition 

  Philip Hood   University of Nottingham   
and   Kristina Tobutt   Primary 
Teacher and Associate Consultant 
Nottinghamshire Local Authority  

 Languages are now a more important part 
of primary education than ever before, 
and all successful primary teachers need 
to understand the principles that support good language teaching 
and learning.

This Second Edition provides a coherent overview of teaching and 
learning languages, combining practical strategies for use in the 
classroom with engaging coverage of how to teach, informed by 
academic research and theory. Key features of this new edition: 

•  fully updated coverage of policy and curriculum developments, 
including the 2014 National Curriculum and the Teachers’ Standards 

•  a new chapter on curriculum, planning and assessment for KS2 
•  expanded coverage of the transition from primary to secondary school 

and the implications for teaching 
•  more examples of creative teaching and learning throughout. 

 CONTENTS 
 What is The Background to Primary Language Learning? / What Does Language Learning 
Offer a Primary School? / How Might I Structure Language Learning in the Early Years 
Foundation Stage (Eyfs)? / How Should I Begin to Offer Language Learning in KS1 and 
KS2? / Where to Next? How Can I Embed the Language into the School Day and the Wider 
Curriculum? / How Do I Make Sure I Really Challenge the Older Learners? / How Do I 
Develop Progression in the New National Curriculum? / How Do I Know if the Children Are 
Learning? How Can I Help Them to Progress Smoothly to KS3? / What Does Research 
Tell Us About The Integration of Languages into the Curriculum? 

 January 2015 • 232 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446295120) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781446295137) • £22.99                                                      

 TEACHING LANGUAGES

Our online catalogues 
are now interactive
Visit www.sagepub.co.uk/catalogues 
to start using our interactive Education 
catalogue, instantly fi nd out more about 
each book and place your order directly

 PRIMARY SCIENCE
AUDIT AND TEST 
 Fourth Edition 

  Jenny Byrne   and     Andri Christodoulou
both at University of Southampton,     and 
  John Sharp   Bishop Grosseteste
University College  

 A tool for trainee primary teachers to identify 
their strengths and weaknesses in science 
and to monitor and evaluate progress 
towards Qualified Teacher Status. 

 ACHIEvINg qTS SERIES 
 January 2014 • 88 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446282724) • £50.00 
 Paper  (9781446282731) • £12.99 
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TEACHING WITH TABLETS: 5 BEST PRACTICES
The use of tablets in classrooms is growing exponentially. Authors Helen 
Caldwell and James Bird offer some timely best practice advice on teaching 
with tablets…

1. Know your tablets  
Make the most of options promoting ease of use. Create differentiated app 
folders and shortcuts to popular sites. Colour code cases and wallpapers 
to help children find their work.

2. Establish the boundaries
Set clear expectations and routines for using tablets, and stick to them. Model 
good digital citizenship.

3. Personalise learning
Coordinate rather than control your children’s learning. Let them vary the 
pace and theme and use their preferred combinations of text, images 
and sound.

4. make learning visible
Use online bulletin boards, whiteboard 
mirroring, pupil response apps and 
polls as pit stops and respond to 
learning as it happens.

5. Use tablets wisely
Sometimes physical methods are 
best. Begin by evaluating what the 
tablets add to your learning aims.

HelenHelenHelenHelenHelen

 TEACHING WITH TABLETS 
  Helen Caldwell   University of Northampton   and 
  James Bird   Oxford Brookes University  

 Handheld technologies present new challenges to teachers and trainee 
teachers. As more and more primary schools acquire devices such as 
iPads and tablets, it is becoming clear that adding them as a classroom 
resource is not enough. Teachers and trainees need strategies to 
integrate these into existing learning contexts in a meaningful way. 
Without this, these fantastic resources lose their value.

This book will help develop the skills of teachers and trainee teachers 
by offering clear guidance on how to use tablets to devise meaningful 
learning activities and embed them in genuine curriculum contexts. Each 
chapter begins with a case study contributed by a teacher using tablets 
in schools. It is written for non-specialists and explains technical terms 
in an accessible, practical way. 

 CONTENTS 
 Theme: Combining Media / Manipulating Media / Digital Storytelling / Theme: Visible 
Learning / Visible Learning / Talk and Collaboration / Theme: Personalised Learning /  
Individual Needs / Early Years / Theme: Any Place Learning / Technology Outdoors /  
Children as Researchers / Theme: Computing Curriculum / Computing / Touch Physics 

 March 2015 •  148 pages
 Cloth  (9781473906785) • £60.00 
 Paper  (9781473906792) • £22.99 

 TEACHING WITH TABLETS 
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TEACHING WITH TABLETS: 5 BEST PRACTICES
Helen

 LESSONS IN TEACHING 
COMPUTING IN PRIMARY 
SCHOOLS 
 Edited by  James Bird   Oxford Brookes
University,     Helen Caldwell   University 
of Northampton   and   Peter mayne   
University of Worcester  

 Featuring exemplar lessons in teaching 
primary computing under the new curriculum 
as a starting point for learning, this book 
explores the theory behind the lessons, how they can be adapted to suit 
different year groups and different schools, and how trainees can learn 
from them to develop subject and teaching knowledge. Further resources 
are available on the companion website. 

 LESSONS IN TEACHINg 
 July 2014 • 160 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446295892) • £60.00 
 Paper  (9781446295908) • £18.99 

 PRIMARY COMPUTING 
AND ICT: KNOWLEDGE, 
UNDERSTANDING AND 
PRACTICE 
 Sixth Edition 

  Keith Turvey   University of Brighton  , 
  John Potter   and   Jonathan Allen   both 
at Institute of Education, University 
of London   and   Jane Sharp  

 This new edition of the popular ICT subject knowledge text for primary 
trainees is now updated in line with the new National Curriculum. 

 ACHIEvINg qTS SERIES 
 June 2014 • 296 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446295854) • £60.00 
 Paper  (9781446295861) • £22.99 

Do you
know about
our School Direct 
Starter Kits?
Our School Direct Starter Kits for Primary, Secondary, 
and the Early Years, are three bespoke catalogues 
of recommended reading carefully handpicked 
with the School Direct student in mind. Each 
Kit presents a selection of books that will:

Want to know more? Get in touch via 
specialsales@sagepub.co.uk

 ü introduce trainees to the essential theory and pedagogy

 ü support their time in the classroom from lesson 
planning to behaviour management

 ü familiarise trainees on key policies and aspects of 
practice such as the Teachers’ Standards and the 
National Curriculum

DISCOUNTS FOR SCHOOLS 
AND SCHOOL DIRECT 
STUDENTS AVAILABLE

for Early Years

School Direct 
 Starter Kit 

for Primary

School Direct 
 Starter Kit 

     for Secondary

School Direct 
 Starter Kit 
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 TEACHING COMPUTING 
 Second Edition 

  Carl Simmons   and   Claire Hawkins  
both at Edge Hill University  

 Previously known as Teaching ICT, this 
Second Edition has been carefully revised to 
meet the new demands of computer science 
as a curriculum subject.

With a clear focus on the theory and practice 
that supports high-quality teaching, this 
textbook provides pragmatic guidance on 
how to plan, teach, manage and assess computer science teaching.

Key coverage includes:

• an awareness of the requirements of the 2014 National Curriculum 
for England

• developing computational thinking and digital literacy in your classroom
• pedagogy for teaching computer programming
• computer science in primary schools and the transition to secondary. 

 CONTENTS 
 So You Want to Teach Computing? / The Computing Education Landscape / Planning to 
Teach a Computing Lesson / Planning a Sequence of Lessons / Managing a Computing 
Lesson / Assessment in Computing / Learning For All / Teaching Different Age Ranges / 
Teaching Outside the Classroom / What Next? 

 DEvELOPINg AS A REFLECTIvE SECONDARy TEACHER 
 June 2015 • 296 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446282519) • £75.00 
 Paper  (9781446282526) • £25.99 

 TEACHING COMPUTING  TEACHING ENGLISH IN 
SECONDARY SCHOOLS 
  John gordon   University of East Anglia  

 This book is an indispensable guide for 
anyone training to become a secondary 
English teacher. It provides an overview of 
the main topics taught in schools, informed 
by good teaching practice drawn from the 
classroom and supported by research and 
theory, and engages with the requirements 
of the 2014 National Curriculum for England.

Each chapter is based around a ‘lesson feedback’ case study informed 
by real classroom observations combined with research findings to 
explore and analyze what underpins high quality English teaching.

Coverage includes: 

•  encouraging a love of reading in your classroom 
•  how to teach effective writing for pleasure and for information 
•  developing students’ grammar, vocabulary and spoken English 
•  inspiring teaching using drama, poetry and Shakespeare 
•  intelligent use of media and new literacies in teaching. 

 CONTENTS 
 Introduction: The Knowledge of English Teachers and This Book / Lesson Design for 
Learning in English / Reading a Set Text / Analysing Literary Texts / Writing Based on 
Literary Models / Teaching about Language / Teaching Points of Grammar / Media and 
Multiliteracies in English / Spoken Language / Teaching Shakespeare / Teaching Drama 
in English / Teaching Poetry / Your Growth as an English Teacher 

 March 2015 • 208 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446253168) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781446253175) • £22.99 

 TEACHING ENGLISH IN 

 SUPPORTING READERS IN 
SECONDARY SCHOOLS 
 what Every Secondary Teacher 
Needs to Know About Teaching 
Reading and Phonics 

  wendy Jolliffe   University of Hull  , 
  David waugh   University of Durham  , 
  Jayne Stead   and   Sue Beverton  

There are lots of books on teaching phonics 
but most are written to support primary 
teachers.  This book is written specifically for secondary trainee teachers 
providing them with all they need to know to support students who need 
help with reading.

 ACHIEvINg qTS SERIES 
 May 2014 • 128 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446280621) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781446280638) • £22.99 
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 DEVELOPING CONTENT 
AREA LITERACY 
 40 Strategies for middle and 
Secondary Classrooms 

 Second Edition 

  Patricia A Antonacci   Iona College  , 
  Catherine m O’Callaghan   Western 
Connecticut State University   and
  Esther Berkowitz   St. Joseph's 
College, New York  

 Providing unique content on assessment, differentiated instruction, 
technology, and reflective practice, Developing Content Area Literacy, 
Second Edition is designed to help busy middle school and secondary 
teachers meet the challenge of addressing the literacy learning needs 
of all students, including English language learners. Each of the 40 
evidence-based strategies is organized around eight essential areas 
of literacy instruction: academic vocabulary; reading fluency; narrative 
text; informational text; media and digital literacies; informational writing; 
critical thinking; and independent learning. Each topic has five strategies 
from which to choose, giving teachers ample variety to meet the diverse 
needs of the classroom. 

 CONTENTS 
 Section I. Academic Vocabulary: Developing Vocabulary for Learning in Content Areas / 
Section II. Reading Fluency: Developing Deep-Reading Fluency / Section III. Developing 
Close Reading of Text / Section IV. Reading Informational Text: Developing Comprehension 
for Informational Text / Section V. Media and Digital Literacies: Developing Comprehension 
for Media and Digital Literacies / Section VI. Critical Thinking: Developing Students’ 
Critical Thinking Skills  / Section VII. Writing Informational Text: Developing Writing 
in the Content Areas  Section VIII. Independent Learning: Promoting Strategies for 
Independence in Learning  

 January 2015 • 352 pages 
 Paper  (9781483347646) • £29.99 

 DEVELOPING CONTENT 

 INTRODUCTION TO 
COMPARATIVE AND 
INTERNATIONAL 
EDUCATION 
  Jennifer marshall   University of Derby  

 Introducing key themes surrounding 
globalization and education, this textbook 
provides students with a nuanced and critical 
examination of important debates, thinkers 
and sources of information, and includes international case studies. 

 October 2014 • 240 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446273197) • £70.00 
 Paper  (9781446273203) • £23.99 

Secondary Education / Education Studies

Many of our textbooks are supported by companion websites, 
which offer extra resources to students and lecturers alike – 
assisting lecturers with planning and supporting student learning.  
Wherever you see the companion web site icon you can access 
further study resources.

Visit www.sagepub.co.uk/companionsites.sp for a full listing of all textbooks with companion websites.
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Resources for Lecturers
• Powerpoint slides
• Instructors manual
• Teaching notes
• Ideas for essay topics
• Handouts

Resources for Students
• Study notes
• Self test questions
• Case studies and data sets
• Videos and podcasts
• Glossaries
• Access to articles from leading SAGE journals

Companion website material typically includes:



Find out what lecturers really 
think of our textbooks…
…and how useful they have found them for 
the courses they teach. And (so long as you’ve 
requested a textbook on inspection through 
your SAGE online account) why not  submit 
your own feedback for others to read online too! 

In offering this facility, SAGE is the fi rst academic 
publisher to share independent academic reviews 
and feedback online. We feel that encouraging two 
way communication with colleagues in the academic 
world is integral to producing quality content. 
Find out more at www.sagepub.co.uk/lecturer  
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 EDUCATION AND PHILOSOPHY 
 An Introduction 

  Ansgar Allen   and   Roy goddard   both at University of Sheffield  

 Philosophy is vital to the study of education, and a sound knowledge of 
different philosophical perspectives leads to a deeper engagement with 
the choices and commitments you make within your educational practice.

This introductory text provides a core understanding of often difficult 
philosophical concepts. By introducing key thinkers in the context of wider 
themes and frameworks, it creates meaningful connections between theories 
and links them to different aspects of, and perspectives on, education.

Accessibly written, the book carefully analyzes the common assumptions and 
conflicted history of education, provoking questioning about its nature and 
purposes. Thinking critically about education in this way will give students 
on undergraduate education studies degrees, initial teacher education and 
masters-level courses a fuller command of their own role and practice. 

 CONTENTS 
 Philosophical Schools / Educational Philosophies / The Role of Critique / Education and 
God / Education and Man / Education and the Liberal Elite / Education and the Rational 
Individual / Education and Social Revolution / Education and Government / The Educational 
Crisis / Rethinking Education 

 December 2015 • 224 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446273159) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781446273166) • £22.99 

 EDUCATION AND PHILOSOPHY 

 SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION 
  Tomas Boronski   and   Nasima Hassan   
both at University of East London  

 This contemporary textbook explains the 
basic principles of sociology in an accessible 
manner and relates these concepts to today’s 
society and education system in order to 
deepen students' understanding of how 
these issues affect our lives and the world 
we live in. Throughout each chapter, thinking 
points and links to important literature 
encourage students to think critically and to 
develop a ‘sociological imagination’. 

Coverage includes: 

•  the wider political and economic context for education in the UK, 
including an analysis of the reforms of the 2010 coalition government 

•  the role of education in a multicultural society 
•  how the curriculum can influence national identity 
•  inequalities in educational opportunity in terms of class, gender, 

ethnicity and disability .

 CONTENTS 
 Part I: Introduction / Sociology and Education Studies / Early Sociology of Education / 
Contemporary Sociology of Education / Critical and Radical Pedagogies / Part II: Key 
Issues and Dilemmas / Social Class, Meritocracy and Inequality / Multiculturalism, Race 
and Power / Gender Issues in Education / Inclusion, Disability and Special Needs / The 
Social Construction of Childhood / Part III: Policies, Ideology and Educational Reform / 
Educational Policy and Reform: Origins and Consequences / Part IV: New Developments 
/ Student Voice / Transforming Students / Debates About Intelligence  

 November 2015 • 264 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446272886) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781446272893) • £22.99 

 SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION 

 SCHOOLS AND SOCIETY 
 A Sociological Approach 
to Education 

 Fifth Edition 

 Edited by  Jeanne H Ballantine   
Wright State University   and   Joan Z 
Spade   The College at Brockport, 
State University of New York  

 An integrated overview of the sociology 
of education geared toward upper-level 
undergraduate courses in both sociology and education departments. 
This book includes original readings and article excerpts and covers 
theory, methods and both classical and current issues. 

 April 2014 • 504 pages 
 Paper  (9781452275833) • £44.99 

Education Studies 
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 INCLUSIVE PRACTICE IN 
THE PRIMARY SCHOOL 
 A guide for Teachers 

  Sarah Trussler   Woodlands Primary 
Academy, Harehills, Leeds   and
  Debs Robinson   University of Derby  

 Providing a clear and flexible framework for 
effective inclusive teaching, this resourceful 
book looks at how to teach and plan for 
supporting any child’s learning, no matter 
what their needs are. With case studies and activities it:

• explains and contextualizes current beliefs towards SEN
• provides models for practice
• encourages you to engage in thinking about SEN and inclusion
• is interactive, including reflection points throughout
• links out to research and offers suggestions for further reading. 
This book will support trainee and practising primary school teachers to 
feel confident in their ability to be an inclusive teacher in the classroom. 

 CONTENTS 
 Understanding Special Educational Needs, Disability and Inclusive Education / The Policy 
Context for Special Educational Needs, Disability and Inclusive Education /  Models of 
Difference and Differentiation /  Inclusive Classroom Practice /  The 'Special Pedagogy' 
Debate /  Strengthening The 'Whole Child' Approach Through the Spiral Spectrum Model 
/  Personal, Social and Emotional Development /  Communication, Language and Literacy 
Development /  Physical Development / Drawing It All Together : How Children Learn And 
How We Teach Inclusively 

 January 2015 • 200 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446274897) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781446274903) • £22.99 

 INCLUSIVE PRACTICE IN  SPECIAL EDUCATION IN 
CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY 
 An Introduction to Exceptionality 
 Fifth Edition 

  Richard m gargiulo   University 
of Alabama at Birmingham  

 Special Education in Contemporary Society 
is designed for use by trainee teachers on 
special education courses, as well as those 
who teach students with special needs in the 
general classroom. The text provides a rare glimpse into the lives of people 
with exceptionalities, as well as their families and teachers. Focusing 
on human exceptionalities across the lifespan, it employs a traditional 
organization beginning with four foundation chapters that introduce teachers 
to special education, followed by 10 'categorical' chapters each on a different 
'disability'. Each categorical chapter features sections on transition, cultural 
diversity, technology, instructional strategies and family considerations. 

 CONTENTS 
 Part I: Foundations of Special Education / Special Education in Context: People, Concepts, 
and Perspectives / Policies, Practices, and Programs / Cultural and Linguistic Diversity and 
Exceptionality / Parents, Families, and Exceptionality / Assistive Technology / Part II: A Study 
of Individuals with Special Needs / Individuals with Intellectual Disability / Individuals with 
Learning Disabilities / Individuals with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder /  Individuals with 
Emotional or Behavioral Disorders / Individuals with Autism Spectrum Disorders / Individuals 
with Speech and Language Impairments / Individuals with Hearing Impairments / Individuals 
with Visual Impairments / Individuals with Physical Disabilities, Health Disabilities, and Related 
Low-Incidence Disabilities / Individuals Who Are Gifted and Talented 

 August 2014 • 712 pages 
 Paper  (9781452216775) • £79.00 

 TEACHING AND 
SUPPORTING CHILDREN 
WITH SPECIAL 
EDUCATIONAL NEEDS 
AND DISABILITIES IN 
PRIMARY SCHOOLS 
 Second Edition 

  Jonathan glazzard   University of Huddersfield  ,   Jane Stokoe   Teacher  ,
  Alison Hughes   University of Huddersfield  ,   Annette Netherwood  
and   Lesley Neve   University of Huddersfield  

 A comprehensive guide to the theory and practice of working with children 
with Special Educational Needs and Disabilities (SEND) that is up-to-date 
with the new SEND code of practice. It begins by exploring what is meant 
by SEND in primary schools and goes on to cover what trainees need to 
know about statutory responsibilities in school. Coverage includes a range 
of needs they will encounter in primary schools and practical advice on how 
to address them. New to this edition: 

•  fully restructured and updated to include a new section on key theory 
relating to send 

•  exploring theories and theorists students need to be aware of 
•  coverage of the role of the SENCO in the primary school 
•  checklists and more practical support to use in practice   .

 ACHIEvINg qTS SERIES 
 March 2015 • 224 pages 
 Cloth  (9781473912472) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781473912489) • £22.99 

 TEACHING AND 
 TEACHING CHILDREN AND 
YOUNG PEOPLE WITH 
SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL 
NEEDS AND DISABILITIES 
 Edited by  Sarah martin-Denham   
University of Sunderland  

 All teachers are expected to have a clear 
understanding of the needs of all pupils and be 
able to use and evaluate distinctive teaching 
approaches to engage and support their entire class.

This book provides guidance to teach and work with children and young 
people from birth to 25 years of age with SEND in an inclusive way. Along 
with material on specific conditions which cover all areas of exceptionality, 
coverage includes:

• the first day in a specialist provision
• teaching, planning and assessment
• working in partnership.
This is essential reading for those teaching in special school settings as well 
as mainstream schools. 

 CONTENTS 
 Who's Who in Specialist Provision? / Your First Day in Specialist Provision / Teaching and 
Learning / Planning for Learning / Assessing Learning / Working in Partnership with Families, 
Parents and Carers / Autistic Spectrum Condition / Speech, Language and Communication 
Needs / Specific Learning Difficulties, Dyslexia, Dyspraxia and Dyscalculia / Severe, Profound 
and Multiple Learning Difficulties / Other areas of Exceptionality / Promoting Positive Behaviour 
/ How to Work Effectively with Support Staff and Other Professionals / Supporting Learning in 
a Pupil Referral Unit / The Particular Needs of Looked after Children / Reflections of Teaching 
Pupils with Special Educational Needs by Recently Qualified Teachers 

 March 2015 • 232 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446294321) • £70.00 
 Paper  (9781446294338) • £23.99 

 TEACHING CHILDREN AND 

SEN & Inclusion
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 KEY ISSUES IN SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL 
NEEDS AND INCLUSION 
 Second Edition 

  Alan Hodkinson   Liverpool Hope University      

 Understanding and engaging critically with the field of special educational 
needs and disability (SEND) is a difficult task. However, the new edition 
of this bestselling book continues to help students contextualize SEND 
in relation to historical, ideological and political developments, as well as 
support them in developing a critical understanding of the complexities 
associated with inclusion. Completely up to date with recent legislation 
such as the SEND code of practice (2014), there are case studies, 
reflections and activities that will help students question practice they 
have seen and experienced. Covering the birth to 25 years age range, 
this book is suitable for all those working with children and young people 
across education, health and social work. 

 November 2015 • 218 pages 
 Cloth  (9781473912243) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781473912250) • £22.99 

KEY ISSUES IN SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL 

 EDUCATING THE MORE 
ABLE STUDENT 
 what works And why 

  martin Stephen   and   Ian warwick   
Director, London Gifted and Talented  

 An unprecedented collaboration between 
leading names from the independent and state 
sectors, this thought-provoking book addresses 
the current crisis in education for the most able.

Grounded in the classroom, the authors draw 
on their own first-hand experiences and international research to scrutinize 
techniques and practices from leading countries, exploring the more divisive 
issues that have damaged teaching worldwide. Demonstrating what works 
well in teaching the most able, and also what does not work, the book offers 
a radical solution, a stimulus to thought and a way forward for teachers, 
academics and all those with responsibility for ensuring high standards in 
education, including governments and members of regulatory authorities. 

 CONTENTS 
 Section 1: Background / A Note on our Methodology / The Global Picture: History and Oversight 
/ The Local Picture: The UK / Section 2: Techniques / Techniques, and the Renzulli Approach 
/ Acceleration and Compaction / The Robinson Center for Young Scholars / Enrichment and 
Add-In / Out of Class Enrichment, the Internet and Summer Schools / The Genius Programme, 
Competitions and Tertiary Links / Specialist Schools and the Issue of Selection / Teacher 
Training, Resources  and the Cluster Approach / Disadvantage, Gender and Ability As An Illness 
/ Section 3: Countries / The PISA Tables, UK, Finland and South Korea / Singapore, Hong Kong 
/ Australia / United States of America / Section 4: Future Directions / Core Issues / A Proposal 
for the UK / The Future: Creativity, Critical Thinking and  Mindfulness 

 April 2015 • 248 pages 
 Cloth  (9781473907942) • £75.00 
 Paper  (9781473907959) • £24.99 

 EDUCATING THE MORE  DIVERSITY, SPECIAL NEEDS AND 
INCLUSION IN EARLY YEARS EDUCATION 
 Edited by  Sophia Dimitriadi   Department of Early Childhood
Education, T.E.I. of Athens  

 Instead of segregating children with special needs from the rest, 
Diversity, Special Needs, and Inclusion in Early years Education 
argues for inclusiveness in educational institutions, through changes in 
curriculum and teaching methods. The book presents case studies from 
various countries as well as theoretical frameworks, models, approaches 
and projects on diversity and inclusion to effective implementation of 
programmes and practices for young children. Each chapter of the book 
has a unique contribution to understanding the aspects of inclusive 
education taken from international experience. 

 CONTENTS 
 Part I: Research, Studies And Projects / Special Educational Needs and Early Childhood 
Practitioners in an Irish Context / Language Issues and Pre-school Education in Kenya: 
A Reflection on Diversity, Challenges and Remedies / Training Innovative Pre-school 
Students through an ICT Project: A Case Study from Turkey / Part II: Approaches And 
Methods / Inclusionary Education in Early Years through the Use of Persona Dolls: A 
Case from Greece / Effective Pedagogy for Inclusive Education: The Role of Mediated 
Learning Experience / Teaching Ethical Values to Pre-school Children / Part III: Educational 
Frameworks, Curricula And Models / Theory and Practice of Inclusive Education in Hungary 
/ Multicultural Umbrella Model: 6 Cs for Successful Integration / Part IV: Literature Review 
Evidence And Considerations / Cross Disability Approach to Inclusion of Children / Young 
Children with Disabilities in India: Essential Competencies of Early Childhood  Educators  

 October 2014 • 260 pages 
 Cloth  (9789351500292) • £55.00 

SEN & Inclusion
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 CIRCLE SOLUTIONS FOR 
STUDENT WELLBEING 
 Second Edition 

  Sue Roffey   School of Education, 
University of Western Sydney  

 Revised new edition that illustrates how the 
Circle Solutions philosophy and pedagogy 
can be used in all phases of education to 
build relationships and wellbeing for children 
and young people. 

 February 2014 • 144 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446272848) • £75.00 
 Paper  (9781446272855) • £24.99 

 UNDERSTANDING 
WORKING MEMORY 
 Second Edition 

  Tracy Packiam Alloway   University of 
North Florida   and   Ross g Alloway  
Memosyne Ltd  

 This new edition of the previously titled 
Improving working memory introduces 
readers to working memory and provides 
strategies to use in the classroom to support 
students' additional learning needs. 

 October 2014 • 168 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446274200) • £75.00 
 Paper  (9781446274217) • £24.99 

 DYSLEXIA, LITERACY
AND INCLUSION 
 Child-Centred Perspectives 

  Sean macBlain   University of St. Mark
and St. John  ,   Louise Long   St Mary's 
University College Belfast   and   Jill Dunn  
Stranmillis University College  

 This book is about raising standards in 
literacy for children with dyslexia by putting 
the child at the centre of everything you do, 
focusing on wellbeing, and recognizing the role that adults have to play 
in ensuring all children reach their potential. Concentrating on children 
in primary schools and early years settings the book looks at: 

• early intervention
• pupil voice
• working as a team
• new literacies
• child-centred identification, assessment and provision
• challenges for the inclusive school. 
Suitable for all those working with children with dyslexia, this book 
contains strategies that can be easily adopted to academically and 
emotionally benefit the children you are working with. 

 CONTENTS 
 Section 1:  New Horizons For Pupils With Dyslexia / Changing Experiences In Childhood: 
Challenges For The 21st Century/ Child-Centred Literacy Pathways: Pupils’ Perspectives, 
/ Meeting The Needs Of Children With Dyslexia And Developmental Literacy Difficulties: 
Holistic Approaches / Section 2: Building Capacity To Raise Literacy Standards 
For Children With Dyslexia And Developmental Literacy Difficulties / Child-Centred 
Approaches To The Identification And Assessment Of Dyslexia And Developmental 
Literacy Difficulties / Raising Literacy Standards: Perspectives On Best Practice / 
Advancing Inclusive Cultures For Literacy Learning In The Mainstream Primary School, / 
Section 3: Literacy In Contemporary Settings / New Literacies In The Classroom: Forging 
Culturally Responsive Curricula / Contemporary Challenges: Looking To The Future 

 March 2015 • 184 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446298428) • £70.00 
 Paper  (9781446298435) • £23.99 

 DYSLEXIA, LITERACY

 RITA CHEMINAIS' 
HANDBOOK FOR SENCOS 
 Second Edition 

  Rita Cheminais   Freelance 
Education Consultant  

 Covering the new SEN legislation and 
policy, this book brings readers up-to-date 
with the most recent reforms in provision 
and regulation and supports them through 
all the key areas of implanting a new SEN 
system effectively. 

 October 2014 • 208 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446274187) • £75.00 
 Paper  (9781446274194) • £25.99 

  SPECIAL
EDUCATIONAL NEEDS 
 An Inclusive guide for Practice 

  Lindsay Peer and gavin Reid 
both Educational Psychologists  

With a Foreword from Baroness Mary 
Warnock, this book contains chapters written 
by a range of experts on different aspects of 
SEN, and is full of practical suggestions for 
how to achieve effective, inclusive practice.

 2011 • 328 pages 
 Cloth  (9780857021625) • £72.00 
 Paper  (9780857021632) • £23.99          

green SAgE
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 THE SEND CODE OF 
PRACTICE 0-25 YEARS 
 Policy, Provision and Practice 

  Rona Tutt   Consultant, Writer, Researcher and former President 
of NAHT   and   Paul williams   Headteacher, London  

 With the 2014 SEND code of practice now in effect, settings need to 
ensure they are not only meeting the requirements but also improving 
outcomes for children and young people from birth to 25 years of age in 
line with the new legislation. This book is the ultimate resourceful guide 
for professionals, whether working in education, health or social care or 
are training to do so, to improve their provision and practice. 

Coverage includes:

• the broader Children and Families Act (2014)
• the role of the local authority
• guidance on all the key changes that school leaders, SENCOs, and 

staff are concerned about
• case studies of settings across the 0-25 age range, including 

maintained schools, academies, free schools, and specialist and 
alternative provision. 

 CONTENTS 
 Part I: Policy / How the SEN Framework Changed / The Implications of the Children and 
Families Act (2014) / The SEND Code of Practice: 0-25 years (2014) / Part II: Provision / 
Newer Patterns of Provision for SEN / Local Authorities Working With Schools to Increase 
Provision / Provision Across the Services and up to 25 Years / Part III: Practice / Meeting 
SEN in Mainstream / Meeting SEN in Specialist and Alternative Provision / Developing 
the Workforce  

 June 2015 • 137 pages 
 Cloth  (9781473907966) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781473907973) • £22.99 

 THE SEND CODE OF 

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT THE
SEND CODE OF PRACTICE
Authors Rona Tutt and Paul Williams give a quick summary of the five 
biggest changes brought about by the new SEND Code of Practice.

1.  It places children, young people and their families at the centre, 
by involving them at all stages and taking on board their views 
and aspirations.

2.  We are moving from School Action and School Action Plus to a single 
category of SEN Support and making sure the impact of any interventions 
are recorded. 

3.  We need to understand the differences between a Statement and an 
Education, Health and Care Plan (EHC) and how to move from one to 
the other. 

4.  We need to decide how to link the SEN Information Report, the school’s 
SEN Policy and its contribution to the local authority’s Local Offer, in a 
way that is manageable and satisfies Ofsted Inspectors.  

5.  We must ensure that the role played by the SENCO is a strategic one 
and helps to make a reality of the saying that ‘every teacher is a teacher 
of pupils with SEND.'

PaulPaulPaulPaulPaulPaulRonaRonaRonaRonaRona

SEN & Inclusion
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WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT THE
SEND CODE OF PRACTICE PaulRona

Digital learning materials are revolutionizing the teaching 
and learning experience for you and your students…

Find out more at www.sagepub.co.uk/ebooks or contact your 
local SAGE representative at www.sagepub.co.uk/findmyrep

eBooks and 
Digital Solutions

Materials are available whenever 
students need them. They can  add 
notes, highlight text, and search the 
book on any device.

For students

Lecturers can create tailored 
textbooks for their teaching, provide 
students with digital copies of texts, 
and request digital inspection copies 
to instantly review SAGE books.

For lecturers
interactive 
& flexible 
learning

24/7 
access

review 
inspection 

copies
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Bestsellers
in Education

 CONTEMPORARY ISSUES 
IN THE EARLY YEARS 
 Sixth Edition 

 Edited by  gillian Pugh   Formerly Head of 
National Children's Bureau   and   Bernadette 
Duffy   Thomas Coram Children's Centre  

 A critical overview of key issues and areas 
within early years for those training or 
working in the sector, focussed on policy 
and practice. 

 2013 • 320 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446266403) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781446266410) • £22.99 

 INTRODUCTION TO 
EDUCATION STUDIES 
 Third Edition 

  Steve Bartlett     and   Diana Burton   both 
at  the University of Wolverhampton  

 Provides first-time students and those 
engaged in more advanced aspects of the 
subject with all the tools that they need 
to approach education studies. The book 
encourages a critical, questioning approach 
which will put readers in good stead for further study. 

 2012 • 400 pages 
 Cloth  (9780857029119) • £75.00 
 Paper  (9780857029126) • £24.99 

 UNDERSTANDING 
MATHEMATICS FOR 
YOUNG CHILDREN 
 A guide for Teachers of
Children 3-8 

 Fourth Edition 

 Edited by  Derek Haylock   Education 
Consultant   and   Anne D Cockburn   
University of East Anglia  

 I'm a really big fan of this book: it is the single most influential 
text in my experience of working with primary maths teachers 
in the last 12 years. It is influential because it speaks to them 
clearly and in such a way that they can directly see its relevance 
to their practice 

- Andy Tynemouth, Every Child Counts
National Adviser, Edge Hill University 

 2013 • 344 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446248652) • £75.00 
 Paper  (9781446248669) • £24.99 

 LEARNING STORIES 
  Constructing Learner Identities
in Early Education 
margaret Carr Waikato University 
and wendy Lee Director of the 
Educational Leadership Project

  Outlines the philosophy of this pedagogical 
tool for documenting how learning identities 
are constructed and explains why the early 
years is such a critical time in the formation 
of learning dispositions.

 2012 • 168 pages 
 Cloth  (9780857020925) • £66.00 
 Paper  (9780857020932) • £22.99 
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View all of our bestselling
titles online at
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 EXPLORING CHILDREN'S 
LITERATURE 
 Reading with Pleasure 
and Purpose 

 Third Edition 

  Nikki gamble   Associate Consultant, 
University of London, Institute 
of Education and Director of the 
Write Away! Consultancy  

 Essential reading for every teacher, student and qualified. 
Whilst the primary intention of the text is to support student 
teachers in developing a deep knowledge and understanding of 
children's literature, essential to promoting reading for pleasure 
and purpose, this is a text that should be freely available in every 
staffroom. I have recommended it to students since its first 
edition, and incorporated a number of its suggested activities 
into my taught courses. I particularly welcome the increased 
emphasis on reading for pleasure in this third edition

- Liz Broad, PGCE Primary Programme Leader, Kingston 
University School of Education 

 2013 • 288 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446268599) • £75.00 
 Paper  (9781446268605) • £24.99 

 TEACHING GRAMMAR, 
PUNCTUATION AND 
SPELLING IN PRIMARY 
SCHOOLS 
  David waugh   University of Durham  , 
  Claire warner   Freelance Educational 
Consultant   and   Rosemary waugh   
Queen Margaret's School  

 This book explores the subject knowledge 
needed to teach spelling, punctuation and grammar effectively, helping 
trainees to enhance their confidence and understanding. 

 TRANSFORmINg PRImARy qTS SERIES 
 2013 • 216 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446268421) • £60.00 
 Paper  (9781446268438) • £15.99 

 THE EARLY YEARS 
FOUNDATION STAGE 
 Theory and Practice 

 Second Edition 

 Edited by  Ioanna Palaiologou   
Canterbury Christchurch University  

 EYFS programme leaders have called The 
Early Years Foundation Stage 'their whole 
programme in a nutshell'. The book offers 
superior theoretical underpinning, practical case studies and coverage 
of the revised EYFS, making it one of the most up to date books on 
the market. 

 2013 • 384 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446256978) • £70.00 
 Paper  (9781446256985) • £23.99 

 WORKING MEMORY
AND LEARNING 
A Practical guide for Teachers

 Susan gathercole, MRC Cognition 
and Brain Sciences Unit, Cambridge  
and Tracy Packiam Alloway, 
University of North Florida 

This book provides a coherent overview 
of the role played by working memory 
in learning during the school years, and 
uses theory to inform good practice. 

 2008 • 144 pages 
 Cloth  (9781412936125) • £73.00 
 Paper  (9781412936132) • £23.99 

 A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO 
DOING YOUR EDUCATION 
RESEARCH PROJECT 
  mike Lambert, University of Wolverhampton  

A step-by-step guide, including case studies 
and project sheets, for undergraduate and 
Masters education students.

 2012 • 248 pages 
 Cloth  (9780857029805) • £64.00 
 Paper  (9780857029812) • £20.99 
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 HOW TO MANAGE 
CHILDREN'S 
CHALLENGING 
BEHAVIOUR 
 Second Edition 
 Edited by  Bill Rogers   Independent 
Educational Consultant, Victoria  

 Bill Rogers brings together contributions from 
practising teachers that suggest ways to tackle 
disruptive and challenging behaviour. His expertise and a wealth of case 
studies and real-life examples make this book now more relevant than ever, 
both to practitioners and students. 

 2009 • 208 pages 
 Cloth  (9781848606845) • £76.00 
 Paper  (9781848606852) • £25.99 

 CRACKING THE
HARD CLASS 
 Second Edition 
  Bill Rogers   Independent 
Educational Consultant, Victoria  

 At some point in every teacher's career 
he/she will encounter the 'hard class'. Bill 
Rogers highlights many practical strategies 
that can be implemented to overcome the 
hard-class syndrome. 

 2006 • 224 pages 
 Cloth  (9781412923552) • £78.00 
 Paper  (9781412923569) • £26.99 

 BILL ROGERS COLLECTION 
Second Edition

  Bill Rogers   Independent 
Educational Consultant, Victoria  

 Save over £35 on the Best of Bill! 

This collection brings together the best of 
Bill Rogers, the world-renowned authority 
on behaviour management. It comprises of 5 
books and a DVD for the specially discounted 
price of £185.00 (+VAT) – a great saving of 
over £35 on the RRP!

The collection includes the new edition of Bill's bestselling Classroom 
Behaviour, in which he looks at the issues facing teachers working in 
today's classrooms and offers advice on dealing with the challenges of 
the job, and how building up a rapport with both students and colleagues 
can support good practice. 

Also as part of the set is Bill's Cracking the Challenging Class DVD. In 
these, his first UK DVD programmes, Bill explains and illustrates his tried 
and tested methods for managing difficult classes and situations. With 
a total time of two and a half hours, the programme and comprehensive 
supporting notes provide a wealth of information, theories and lessons 
for primary and secondary teachers.

The full bundle includes:

Cracking the Challenging Class DVD (9781446211267)

Classroom Behaviour: A Practical guide to Effective Teaching, 
Behaviour management and Colleague Support, Fourth Edition 
(9781446295335)

How to manage Children's Challenging Behaviour, Second Edition 
(9781848606852)

Behaviour management with young Children: Crucial First Steps 
with Children 3-7 years (9781446282885)

Cracking the Hard Class, Second Edition (9781412923569)

Behaviour management: A whole-School Approach, Second Edition 
(9781412934527) 

 march 2015  
 Bundle  (9781473929463) • £185.00  + VAT

BILL ROGERS COLLECTION 

 BEHAVIOUR MANAGEMENT 
WITH YOUNG CHILDREN 
 Crucial First Steps with
Children 3–7 years 

 Second Edition 

  Bill Rogers   Independent 
Educational Consultant, Victoria   
and   Elizabeth mcPherson  

 Written by behaviour management expert Bill 
Rogers and his daughter and early years teacher Elizabeth McPherson, 
this book explores behaviour management in the crucial early years, 
covering hot topics like cyber bullying, children with special educational 
needs, using ICT, and outdoor play. 

 April 2014 • 240 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446282878) • £70.00 
 Paper  (9781446282885) • £22.99 

 CRACKING THE 
CHALLENGING CLASS 
  Bill Rogers   Independent 
Educational Consultant, Victoria  

 A great visual aid to show your students how to 
approach behaviour management, with these 2 
programmes showing classroom scenarios and 
a Q and A session with teachers on their most 
common concerns, all filmed in a UK school. 

 2011 •  DVD (9781446211267 £95.00)

Behaviour Management
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 CLASSROOM BEHAVIOUR 
 A Practical guide to Effective Teaching, Behaviour 
management and Colleague Support 

 Fourth Edition 

  Bill Rogers   Independent Educational Consultant, Victoria   

Internationally renowned behaviour expert Dr Bill Rogers looks at real 
situations and dilemmas in everyday classrooms, providing theoretically 
sound strategies and best practice solutions to enable positive and 
productive learning environments. These are critically informed by research, 
and drawn from Bill’s extensive work as a mentor-teacher in challenging 
schools. From early, minimal intervention to responding to the most difficult 
student or situation, this book provides trainees and practising teachers with 
a deep, holistic understanding of managing a class.

The Fourth Edition is updated to include more on:

• attentional behaviour
• secondary behaviours
• short vs long-term intervention
• repairing and re-building relationships

Along with revised new case studies and more coverage of primary 
this new edition also comes with a companion website full of 
additional resources! 

 CONTENTS 
 Introduction: I Never Thought I'd Become a Teacher / The Dynamics of Classroom 
Behaviour / New Class, New Year - The Establishment Phase Of Behaviour Management 
/ The Language of Behaviour Management and Discipline / Effective Teaching - 
Fundamental Understanding and Skills / Management Beyond the Classroom - Behaviour 
Consequences / Challenging Children and Children With Emotional and Behavioural 
Difficulties /  Managing Behaivour in Ourselves and Others / When Things Get Difficult 
- Hard Class, Hard Times 

 March 2015 • 352 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446295199) • £70.00 
 Paper  (9781446295335) • £23.99 

CLASSROOM BEHAVIOUR 

AUTHOR INSIGHT: DR BILL ROGERS
The third hand; mobile phones in the classroom
This is a common factor in today’s classrooms.  A student’s phone, however, 
is not merely a phone anymore it’s a computer – linked to www. graffiti board.

In one of my year 8 classes last year (I was team teaching) I noticed two girls 
surreptitiously texting during on-task classwork time.  I walked across and 
quietly greeted them.  I didn’t mention the phones initially  (they had tried 
to conceal them …); I focused on the learning activity.  It is not helpful to 
simply order them to hand the phones over (“Right give them to me – now!”).  
Just before leaving their desk area (to work with other students) I added, 
“The school rule about phones is clear.  They need to be off and in your 
bags or on the teacher’s desk ‘til the end of classtime.”  (a brief respectful 
rule reminder and a directed choice).

They whinged, sighed, raised their eyes to the ceiling … I tactically ignored 
this, leaving them with a task reminder (“I’ll be back later to see how things 
are going with your work …”).  Walking away I sought to convey take-up-
time (expectation and trust in their co-operation).  Behind my back I could 
hear the indulgent sighing … (more tactical ignoring).

If students choose to put their phones off and away, or they argue or defy, 
(I’ve never had a student put their expensive smart phone on my desk …) 
we make the consequence clear.

“If you choose not to put the phone off/away I’ll have to follow this up in 
your own time.”

At this some students say 
things like, “Don’t care”.  It is 
enough to say “I care”, and 
leave the student to own the 
consequences of their choice.

Even in schools with a 
confiscation policy a teacher 
cannot simply make a student 
hand their ‘third hand’ over.  
Again if the student refuses 
we make the defer red 
consequence clear.

The key – then – is consistency 
in following up with the student 
in their own time; the fair 
certainty of the consequence.

• Keep the teacher interaction least intrusive where possible

• Keep the respect intact

• Give a clear, brief, rule reminder and a directed choice

• If the student argues, challenges, defies … make the consequence clear

• Avoid arguing or trying to merely ‘win’.

BillBillBillBillAUTHOR INSIGHT: DR BILL ROGERS Bill

On the Companion website
• Video demos
• Podcasts
• Lesson tools and role-plays
• Further reading and Pinterest board

Behaviour Management
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 BEHAVIOR AND 
CLASSROOM 
MANAGEMENT IN THE 
MULTICULTURAL 
CLASSROOM 
 Proactive, Active, and 
Reactive Strategies 

  Terry L Shepherd   Indiana University 
South Bend   and   Diana Linn   Texas A&M International University  

 This book provides general and special education teachers with 
the knowledge, skills, and strategies to make the proactive, active, 
and reactive interventions necessary to create a positive classroom 
environment in which all students can learn. 

 October 2014 • 376 pages 
 Paper  (9781452226262) • £48.99 

 UNDERSTANDING
SCHOOL BULLYING 
 Its Nature and 
Prevention Strategies 

  Peter Smith   Goldsmiths, 
University of London  

 Written by a leading expert on the topic of 
bullying, this book brings together the latest 
research findings, providing you global 
perspectives from Europe, North America, 
Australasia and Asia. 

 May 2014 • 240 pages 
 Cloth  (9781847879042) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781847879059) • £21.99 

 DOING MENTAL
HEALTH RESEARCH
WITH CHILDREN
AND ADOLESCENTS 
 A guide to qualitative methods 

  michelle O'Reilly and Nikki Kiyimba 
both at University of Leicester    

 Michelle O'Reilly and Nikki Kiyimba combine 
their clinical, academic and research expertise to take your students 
step-by-step through each stage of the research process. From first 
inception to data collection and dissemination, this book will guide 
them through the key issues faced when undertaking their research, 
highlighting the dilemmas, challenges and debates, and exploring the 
important questions asked when doing research with this population. 

 July 2014 • 296 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446270707) • £75.00 
 Paper  (9781446270714) • £24.99 

Heard about our Teacher Panel?

Members receive a host of special perks like:

• 25% lifetime discount on all SAGE books!
• Quarterly e-newsletter to support your CPD
• Annual Christmas hamper and special offers
• Sneak previews of forthcoming books 

and resources

For more information or to join email
dilhara.attygalle@sagepub.co.uk

 IMPROVING BEHAVIOUR
IN SCHOOLS 
 A Solution-Focused guide For 
New Teachers 

  geoff James Education Consultant  

 This book presents a solution-focused 
approach to behaviour management in 
primary and secondary schools, starting with 
the child and offering a flexible methodology 
and practical strategies for facilitating long-
term positive behaviour.

Key coverage includes: 

•  an overview of main approaches to behaviour management drawing 
from educational theory and research 

•  case studies throughout the book exploring key strategies and issues 
•  how to develop confidence in the classroom as a new teacher 
•  neuroscience and behaviour: what can we learn from recent 

scientific discoveries? 
 This is essential reading for students on primary and secondary initial 
teacher education courses, including university-based (PGCE, PGDE, 
BA QTS, BEd), school-based (SCITT, School Direct, Teach First) and 
employment-based routes into teaching, and beginning teachers wishing 
to enhance their classroom practice. 

 CONTENTS 
 What Do We Mean When We Talk About Behaviour? / Developing Your Confidence in 
Practice / Where To Do What, When? Integrating Rules, Rights, Responsibilities and the 
School Students’ Sense Of Agency / What Does Problem Solving Mean In School? When 
to be Problem Focused And When to be Solution Focused: a Guide / Solution Focused 
Work in School - Out of the Box / Making Changes. Praise and Compliment, What’s 
the Difference and What Difference Does it Make? / Building On Strong Foundations. 
Pedagogy, Learning, Theory and the Plastic Brain / Brain Maps: Changing Habits and 
Changing Thinking / Developing the Solution Focus: What, Who And Why 

 November 2015 • 216 pages 
 Cloth  (9781473902305) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781473902312) • £22.99 

 IMPROVING BEHAVIOUR
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 SKILLS IN COUNSELLING 
AND PSYCHOTHERAPY 
WITH CHILDREN AND 
YOUNG PEOPLE 
  Lorraine Sherman   Coleg Sir Gâr 
/ Carmarthenshire College  

 In this book, Lorraine Sherman draws on 
her years of experience in the field to offer 
a practical resource for qualified and trainee 
counsellors, providing them with the necessary skills to ensure best 
practice with children and young people. Using case studies and 
examples to help demonstrate skills in action, this is essential reading 
for anyone planning to become or already engaged in the helping 
professions with young people. 

 SKILLS IN COUNSELLINg & PSyCHOTHERAPy SERIES 
 November 2014 • 200 pages 

 Cloth  (9781446260166) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781446260173) • £23.99 

 SKILLS IN COUNSELLING  COUNSELLING ADOLESCENTS 
 The Proactive Approach for young People 

 Fourth Edition 

  David geldard   Retired Counselling Psychologist 
and Trainer  ,   Kathryn geldard   and   Rebecca yin Foo   
Educational and Developmental Psychologist  

The Fourth Edition of this classic continues to be a practical introduction 
to the principles and practices required for successful counselling, showing 
that working with young people can be both challenging and effective. 

 CONTENTS 
 Understanding the Young Person / The Nature of Adolescence / The Influence of Childhood 
Experiences / Young People’s Environments / Challenges For Young People / The 
Contemporary Context Of Adolescence / The Development of Mental Health Problems / 
Proactive Counselling for Young People / Making Counselling Relevant for Young People 
/ Foundations of The Proactive Approach / The Proactive Process for Counselling Young 
People / Making Use of Adolescent Communication Processes / Useful Counselling Micro-
Skills / Promoting Change in Young People / Maintaining a Collaborative Relationship 
/ Counselling Strategies / Symbolic Strategies / Creative Strategies / Behavioural and 
Cognitive Behavioural Strategies / Psycho-Educational Strategies / The Use of Technology 
When Counselling Young People / Proactive Counselling in Practice / Professional and 
Ethical Issues / Case Studies 

 October 2015 • 352 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446276037) • £85.00 
 Paper  (9781446276044) • £28.99 

 COUNSELLING ADOLESCENTS 

 THE HANDBOOK OF 
COUNSELLING CHILDREN 
& YOUNG PEOPLE 
 Edited by  Sue Pattison   Newcastle 
University  ,   maggie Robson   Keele 
University   and   Ann Beynon  

 This book has it all, and is a “must 
have” for all practitioners and trainees 
working therapeutically with children and 
young people

- Phil Goss, Senior Lecturer
in Counselling and Psychotherapy, UCLAN 

 November 2014 • 528 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446252987) • £85.00 
 Paper  (9781446252994) • £29.99 

 THE HANDBOOK OF 

 ENHANCING LEARNING 
AND TEACHING IN 
HIGHER EDUCATION 
  Ediited by Helen Pokorny   University 
of Westminster   and   Digby warren   
London Metropolitan University  

 All staff in higher education are increasingly 
accountable for improvements in student 
learning and for responding to issues of 
progression, attainment and to indicators of 
student satisfaction.

This book supports new lecturers and more experienced colleagues by 
exploring how pedagogical research and theory can be pragmatically 
used to develop and enhance academic practice in higher education. It is 
underpinned by the United Kingdom Professional Standards Framework 
(UKPSF).

Key coverage includes: 

•  different approaches to learning design and delivery, such as small 
group facilitation, large group teaching, work related learning, student-
centred and active learning 

•  embracing diversity and fostering student engagement 
•  effective supervision of undergraduate and postgraduate students 
•  blended learning and the use of technology to enhance teaching 
•  assessment and feedback practice and developments .

 CONTENTS 
 Managing Learning Environments / Approaches to Learning Design / Assessment for 
Learning / Blended Learning / Student Engagement / Embracing Student Diversity / 
Engaging With Academic Discourse / Effective Supervision / Work Related Learning / 
Professional Development / Conclusion: Main Themes 

 September 2015 • 232 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446202845) • £75.00 
 Paper  (9781446202852) • £26.99 

 ENHANCING LEARNING 

 TEACHING AND LEARNING 
IN HIGHER EDUCATION 
 Disciplinary Approaches to 
Educational Enquiry 

  Elizabeth Cleaver   University of 
Hull  ,   maxine Lintern   Birmingham 
City University   and   mike mcLinden   
University of Birmingham  

 For all academics who care about their 
own teaching and who want to engage 
students fully, this book will be invaluable. The authors show how 
it's possible to draw on the special culture of one's own subject 
discipline to enhance education in ways which benefit staff as 
well as students. Make this the first book on your reading list.

- Dr Dilly Fung Director, Centre for the Advancement of 
Learning and Teaching (CALT), University College London 
 March 2014 • 272 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446254622) • £85.00 
 Paper  (9781446254639) • £27.99 
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 THE CERTIFICATE IN 
EDUCATION AND 
TRAINING 
  Ann gravells   and   Susan Simpson   
North East Lincolnshire Council  

 A comprehensive course text for the mandatory 
units of the new Certificate in Education and 
Training by bestselling author Ann Gravells. 

 June 2014 • 240 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446295878) • £60.00 
 Paper  (9781446295885) • £19.99 

 THE AWARD IN EDUCATION 
AND TRAINING 
 Revised Edition 

  Ann gravells  

This revised edition is updated for the 
new qualification requirements and the 
Professional Standards for Teachers. 
Essential course support for the new Level 3 
Award by best-selling author of Preparing to 
Teach in the Lifelong Learning Sector.

 FURTHER EDUCATION AND SKILLS 
 August 2014 • 248 pages 
 Cloth  (9781473912915) • £60.00 
 Paper  (9781473912212) • £16.99 

 ACHIEVING YOUR AWARD 
IN EDUCATION AND 
TRAINING 
 A Practical guide to Successful 
Teaching in the Further Education 
and Skills Sector 

 Third Edition 

  mary Francis   Learning and 
Skills Council   and   Jim gould   
Farnborough College of Technology  

 Essential support to achieve the new Level 3 Award in Education and 
Training replacing PTLLS. Updated to include more case studies so 
students engage more closely with what it means to be a professional 
in the Further Education and Skills sector. 

 August 2014 • 304 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446298220) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781446298237) • £20.99 

 ACHIEVING YOUR 
ASSESSMENT AND 
QUALITY ASSURANCE 
UNITS (TAQA) 
 Second Edition 

  Ann gravells  

 The complete guide to the TAQA Award by 
bestselling author Ann Gravells. Covers all 
units and written accessibly to support learners from all contexts with 
differing experience of training and assessments settings. 

 FURTHER EDUCATION AND SKILLS 
 January 2014 • 288 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446274446) • £60.00 
 Paper  (9781446274453) • £19.99 

 PASSING ASSESSMENTS 
FOR THE CERTIFICATE IN 
EDUCATION AND 
TRAINING 
  Ann gravells   and   Susan Simpson   
North East Lincolnshire Council  

 An essential text for all Certificate in Education 
and Training learners, no matter which awarding 
organisation they are registered with. 

 April 2014 • 192 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446295946) • £60.00 
 Paper  (9781446295939) • £18.99 

 ACHIEVING YOUR 
DIPLOMA IN EDUCATION 
AND TRAINING 
  Jim gould   and   Jodi Roffey-Barentsen   
Farnborough College of Technology  

 A guide covering all mandatory units of the 
new Level 5 Diploma in Education Training 
qualification (previously DTLLS) for anyone 
training to teach in the further education and 
skills sector. 

 May 2014 • 408 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446287019) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781446287026) • £21.99 

 LEARNING, TEACHING
AND DEVELOPMENT 
 Strategies for Action 

 Edited by  Lyn Ashmore Huddersfield 
University   and   Denise Robinson     

 A best practice guide to teaching in the further 
education and skills sector, and professional 
organisational learning contexts, examining the 
key concepts of effective teaching and learning. 

 November 2014 • 288 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446282113) • £60.00 
 Paper  (9781446282120) • £19.99 
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 ACADEMIC PRACTICE 
 Developing as a Professional in 
Higher Education 

  Saranne weller   University 
of the Arts, London  

 Taking a broad contemporary view of higher 
education, this book explore keys topics 
that all academics will need to engage with 
in order to survive and flourish in today’s 
increasingly complex higher education 
environment. It introduces readers to the 
policy and practice debates informing various areas while also providing 
practical guidance on how to implement and integrate the priorities 
arising from such debates into the different dimensions of professional 
practice. 

Key topics covered include:

• teaching for employability and graduate attributes
• responding to the internationalisation agenda
• engaging with the dimensions of the digital university
• enacting interdisciplinary approaches to teaching and scholarship
• exploring teaching-research links in the curriculum
• enabling inclusive approaches to student engagement and 

student voice. 

 CONTENTS 
 Becoming a New Lecturer In Higher Education / Part I: From Subject Expert to Subject 
Teacher / Developing Disciplinary Understanding / Connecting Research and Teaching 
in Practice / Engaging With Student Diversity / Developing Student Engagement and 
Student Voices / Part II: Rethinking The University Context / Teaching For Employability 
And Learning In The Workplace / Academic Practice In The Digital University / Promoting 
Critical Approaches To The Curriculum / Internationalisation In Practice / Supporting 
Individual And Collaborative Learning / Part III: From Subject Teacher To Scholarly 
Practitioner / Using Higher Education Research To Develop Practice / Undertaking Inquiry 
into Academic Practice  

 October 2015 • 240 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446274224) • £75.00 
 Paper  (9781446274231) • £26.99 

 ACADEMIC PRACTICE  SOCIAL MEDIA FOR ACADEMICS 
  mark Carrigan   University of Warwick

Social media is an increasingly important part of academic life that can be 
a fantastic medium for promoting your work, networking with colleagues 
and for demonstrating impact.

This practical book provides clear guidance on effectively and intelligently 
using social media for academic purposes across disciplines. It is 
supported by real life case studies and underpinned by principles of 
good practice. 

Key coverage includes:

• the evolving role of social media in higher education
• digital scholarship
• managing your identity online
• finding time for social media
• near-future trends in academia. 
SAGE MobileStudy brings you QR codes in every chapter linking 
discussion with podcasts, videos and additional resources online.   

 CONTENTS 
 Part I: Social Media and Higher Education / The Changing Landscape of Scholarly 
Communication / Social Media and the Emergence of Digital Scholarship / Part II: The 
Uses of Social Media for Academics / Using Social Media To Publicise Your Work / Using 
Social Media To Build Your Network / Using Social Media For Public Engagement / Using 
Social Media To Manage Information / Part III: An Overview of Best Practice / Managing 
Online Identity / Effective Communication Online / Finding the Time for Social Media / 
Part IV: Embracing Social Media as an Academic / Case Studies in Digital Scholarship / 
The Future Landscape of Social Media 

 November 2015 • 256 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446298688) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781446298695) • £22.99 

 SOCIAL MEDIA FOR ACADEMICS 

 MAKING LEARNING 
HAPPEN 
 A guide for 
Post-Compulsory Education 

 Third Edition 

  Phil Race   Independent Consultant  

making Learning Happen has been an 
essential read for new academic staff 
since it first appeared. The Third Edition 
is exceptionally welcome providing real insights into what the 
modern student expects, and reflecting changes in the delivery 
of higher education. 

- Pauline Kneale, Pro Vice-Chancellor
Teaching and Learning, Plymouth University

 May 2014 • 304 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446285954) • £75.00 
 Paper  (9781446285961) • £24.99 

  DIGITAL LITERACY SKILLS 
FOR FE TEACHERS 
  Jonathan white   University of Derby  

 Effective digital skills are essential for all 
teachers and tutors in the further education 
(FE) and skills sector. This text brings 
together important theory and research 
around digital literacy and outlines what 
this means for teaching in the sector. It is a 
practical guide that: 

•  introduces different types of web-based 
technologies and explores how they can be used in teaching 

•  provides guidance on the digital skills teachers and tutors need and 
how they can be developed 

•  examines issues of digital safety, security and responsibility and how 
online learning communities can be accessed 

•  recommends digital devices that can be used as teaching aids to 
support learning .

 Underpinned by the standards this is an essential resource for those 
teaching or training to teach in the FE and Skills sector.   

 April 2015 • 
 Cloth  (9781473904576) • £60.00 
 Paper  (9781473904583) • £19.99                                                      

 DIGITAL LITERACY SKILLS 

Further & Adult Education
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“A highly valuable 
resource for beginning 

researchers… a dynamic 
and unique new entry for 
social and health sciences 
research.”

- Amy Hoseth,
The Charleston Advisor, 

October 2012
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 VALIDITY IN EDUCATIONAL 
AND PSYCHOLOGICAL 
ASSESSMENT 
  Paul Newton   Institute of Education   and 
  Stuart Shaw   Cambridge Assessment

 At last - a scholarly and well-argued book 
that means validity, the key concept in any 
assessment, is no longer an essentially 
American debate. Its scope, logic and 
clarity will quickly make it the standard 
international text.

- Gordon Stobart, Emeritus Professor of Education, 
Institute of Education, University of London 

 April 2014 • 280 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446253229) • £75.00 
 Paper  (9781446253236) • £24.99 

 PRIMARY ASSESSMENT NOW 
 The why, what and How of 
Formative And Summative 
Assessment without Levels 

 Third Edition 

  mary Briggs   Oxford Brookes 
University, Oxford  ,   Angela woodfield   
St Christopher Primary School, 
Coventry  ,   Peter Swatton   University of 
Northampton   and   Cynthia martin  

Assessment in primary schools is changing. The new primary National 
Curriculum and the 'removal' of levels have prompted schools and teachers to 
re-consider assessment.  This is a comprehensive guide to assessment for all 
primary trainees. It explores the theory behind assessment and encourages 
the reader to constantly reflect on the current state of assessment and how 
effective assessment can improve teaching and learning. 

 It will help trainee or beginning teachers to understand the why, what and 
how of primary assessment by:

• exploring the past, present and changing contexts of assessment and the 
theory behind the different types

• examining assessment of different curriculum subjects, focusing on 
English, mathematics and computing

• covering assessment in classroom - presenting ideas and strategies to 
help make assessment part of all lessons

• looking at assessing children with SEND and assessment at school level
• providing advice on the use of questioning and talk in the classroom.

 ACHIEvINg qTS SERIES 
 September 2015 • 176 pages 
 Cloth  (9781473916111) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781473916128) • £22.99 

 PRIMARY ASSESSMENT NOW 

Assessment
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 THE COMPLETE 
HANDBOOK OF COACHING 
 Second Edition 

 Edited by  Elaine Cox  ,   Tatiana Bachkirova   
Oxford Brookes University   and
  David Clutterbuck   Clutterbuck Associates  

 Written by leading international authors, each 
chapter makes links between theory and 
practice and includes discussion questions 
to facilitate reflection on the topic, further 
reading suggestions and case studies. This new edition includes 
completely revised and updated chapters throughout, an additional 
emphasis on cross-cultural coaching and new chapters on health and 
wellness coaching and researching coaching. 

 April 2014 • 504 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446276150) • £90.00 
 Paper  (9781446276167) • £30.99 

 COACHING IN PROFESSIONAL CONTEXTS 
 Edited by  Christian van Nieuwerburgh   University of East London  

 Whether you are wanting to find out more about the use of coaching within 
the private or public sector, within health care or education, Christian van 
Nieuwerburgh and his team of expert authors will take you on a unique 
journey into all of these coaching contexts and beyond. Challenging the 
idea that a coach can work in any setting without a detailed understanding 
of the field, this book: 

•  addresses the importance of understanding professional context when 
coaching, exploring current debates and considering the hows and whys 
of using coaching in a certain context 

•  provides you with the tools and knowledge to enable you to adopt best 
practice techniques from a range of fields 

•  delves into the personal and professional challenges that will 
inevitably arise. 

 This practical guide will provide you with the ideal 'way-in' to all the different 
contexts in which you may wish to coach. 

 October 2015 • 232 pages 
 Cloth  (9781473906709) • £70.00 
 Paper  (9781473906716) • £23.99 

 COACHING IN PROFESSIONAL CONTEXTS 

 DEVELOPING AS AN 
EDUCATIONAL LEADER 
AND MANAGER 
  megan Crawford   Plymouth University  

 Focusing on organisation improvement 
and strategical leadership, this book offers 
a bank of creative ideas and guidance for 
teachers already in management positions, 
and those just starting out to reflect on their 
leadership development. 

 September 2014 • 232 pages 
 Cloth  (9780857029225) • £75.00 
 Paper  (9780857029232) • £24.99 

 COACHING AND LEARNING 
IN SCHOOLS 
 A Practical guide 

  Sarah gornall   Freelance Coach 
and Consultant   and   mannie Burn   
Consultant at Best Practice Network 
and Independent coach  

 A guide to coaching in schools, informed by 
research and containing detailed case studies. 

 2013 • 152 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446240878) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781446240885) • £21.99 

 STUDYING LEADERSHIP 
 Traditional and 
Critical Approaches 

  Doris Schedlitzki   and   gareth Edwards   
both at University of the West of England  

 This book is well constructed and very 
well researched. It has a clearly thought 
out logical flow with enough material to 
inform and challenge both undergraduate 
and postgraduate students 

- Lise Georgeson,
St Mary’s University College 

 March 2014 • 368 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446207963) • £90.00 
 Paper  (9781446207970) • £34.99 

 COACHING AND 
MENTORING 
 Theory and Practice 

 Second Edition 

  Bob garvey   York St John University  , 
  Paul Stokes   and   David megginson   
both at Sheffield Hallam University  

 The additional case studies bring the 
theory to life and are very helpful. The 
ethos throughout this book is both thoughtful and humane, it's 
an ethical and comprehensive study of coaching and mentoring 
and I endorse it wholeheartedly 

- Simon Western, Analytic-Network Coaching Ltd 

 March 2014 • 312 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446272329) • £85.00 
 Paper  (9781446272336) • £27.99 

Leadership & Management / Coaching
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 THE DYSCALCULIA 
TOOLKIT 
 Supporting Learning Difficulties 
in maths 

 Second Edition 

  Ronit Bird   Teacher, London  

 With over 200 activities and 40 games, 
this book is designed to support learners 
aged 6 to 14 years, who have difficulty with 
maths and numbers. It is an ideal text for trainee teachers and current 
practitioners working with learners who have dyscalculia. 

 2013 • 160 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446267189) • £90.00 
 Paper  (9781446267196) • £34.99 

 ASSESSMENT OF 
LEARNERS WITH 
DYSLEXIC-TYPE 
DIFFICULTIES 
  Sylvia Phillips   Glyndwr University  , 
  Kathleen Kelly   and   Liz Symes   
Manchester Metropolitan University  

 A comprehensive guide exploring a range of 
approaches to the assessment of children 
with dyslexic-type difficulties. 

 2013 • 344 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446260227) • £85.00 
 Paper  (9781446260234) • £29.99 

 TEACHING LITERACY
TO LEARNERS
WITH DYSLEXIA 
 A multi-sensory Approach 

  Kathleen Kelly   Manchester Metropolitan
University   and   Sylvia Phillips   
Glyndwr University  

 Outlines a complete approach to teaching 
literacy to learners with dyslexia. 

 2011 • 424 pages 
 Cloth  (9780857025340) • £94.00 
 Paper  (9780857025357) • £32.99 

 THE DYSLEXIA-FRIENDLY 
TEACHER'S TOOLKIT 
Strategies for Teaching
Students 3-18

  Barbara Pavey   Lecturer in Higher 
Education, Training Dyslexia Specialists in 
the North of England  ,   margaret meehan  
Coordinator of Specialist Tuition at 
Swansea University   and   Sarah Davis
Early Years Leading Teacher working
in North Yorkshire  

 In this toolkit the authors provide you with the foundations for making 
your setting and your teaching style dyslexia-friendly. There is a general 
overview of the principles and practices required, and what the dyslexia-
aware teacher needs to bear in mind. 

 2013 • 128 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446207079) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781446207086) • £22.99 

 THEORIES AND 
APPROACHES TO 
LEARNING IN THE
EARLY YEARS 
  Linda miller The Open University   and 
Linda Pound Education Consultant

This book conveniently brings together 
contributions from some of the leading 
academics in this field on the work of the 
main theorists including Montesorri, Vygotsky and Reggio Emilia.

 2010 • 192 pages 
 Cloth  (9781849205771) • £76.00 
 Paper  (9781849205788) • £24.99 

 DEVELOPING EMOTIONAL 
LITERACY WITH 
TEENAGERS 
 Building Confidence, Self-Esteem 
and Self Awareness 

 Second Edition 

  Tina Rae   Professional and Academic 
Tutor, University of East London  

 This book offers a range of practical and student-friendly activities that 
focus upon the issues that really matter to young people today. 

 LUCKy DUCK BOOKS 
 2012 • 176 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446249147) • £91.00 
 Paper  (9781446249154) • £30.99 

 Must-Haves for Teachers
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 DEVELOPING NUMBER 
KNOWLEDGE 
 Assessment,Teaching and 
Intervention with 7-11 year olds 

  Robert J wright   Southern Cross 
University  ,   David Ellemor-Collins   
Research Officer, Southern Cross 
University   and   Pamela D Tabor   
Mathematics Specialist, Harford 
County Public Schools  

 Following the great success of the earlier books, this fourth book in the 
Mathematics Recovery series equips teachers with detailed pedagogical 
knowledge and resources for teaching number to seven to 11-year olds. 

 mATH RECOvERy 
 2011 • 312 pages 
 Cloth  (9780857020604) • £72.00 
 Paper  (9780857020611) • £23.99 

 TEACHING MATHEMATICS 
VISUALLY AND ACTIVELY 
 Second Edition 

  Tandi Clausen-may   
Educational researcher  

 A practical book providing advice and 
resources to develop a visual and active 
approach to teaching mathematics. This 
revised edition includes a handy CD with 
extra material and ideas. 

 2013 • 120 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446240854) • £75.00 
 Paper  (9781446240861) • £24.99 

 THE SCHOOL
LEADER'S TOOLKIT 
 Practical Strategies for Leading 
and managing 

 Edited by  mary Dawe  

 Providing an up-to-date, practical guide 
for many aspects of school leadership, this 
book will help school leaders at all levels 
develop strategies that will make a difference 
to teaching and learning. 

 2012 • 216 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446201916) • £79.00 
 Paper  (9781446201923) • £26.99 

 GETTING CHILDREN 
WRITING 
 Story Ideas for Children
Aged 3 to 11 
  Simon Brownhill   University of Cambridge  

 This book is a practical guide designed to 
stimulate story-writing in the early years and 
primary classroom. It offers a collection of 
novel and effective ideas which can be used 
by educators to energize, excite and motivate 
children to willingly write stories. 

 2013 • 304 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446253298) • £67.00 
 Paper  (9781446253304) • £21.99 

 WRITE DANCE 
 Second Edition 
  Ragnhild Oussoren   Education trainer  

 By using music and movement to introduce 
handwriting to children, this text improves 
children's motor skills and provides a strong 
foundation for writing. 
 LUCKy DUCK BOOKS 
 2010 • 152 pages 
 Cloth  (9781848606906) • £94.00 
 Paper  (9781848606913) • £29.99 

 WRITE DANCE IN
THE EARLY YEARS 
 A Pre-writing Programme for 
Children 3 to 5 

 Second Edition 

  Ragnhild Oussoren   Education trainer  

 Using music and movement to introduce 
handwriting to children, this text provides a 
strong foundation for writing in the early years. 
 LUCKy DUCK BOOKS 
 2010 • 128 pages 
 Cloth  (9781849201384) • £97.00 
 Paper  (9781849201391) • £30.99 

 PRINCIPLES OF SCHOOL 
LEADERSHIP 
 Second Edition 

 Edited by  mark Brundrett   Liverpool 
John Moores University  

 Overview of school leadership by top 
international names. 

 2012 • 264 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446201442) • £69.00 
 Paper  (9781446201459) • £24.99 

 Must-Haves for Teachers
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 EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH 
 quantitative, qualitative, and 
mixed Approaches 

 Fifth Edition 

  R Burke Johnson   and   Larry Christensen   
University of South Alabama  

 A comprehensive introductory text that 
will help readers understand the multiple 
research methods and strategies used in 
education and related fields. 

 January 2014 • 744 pages 
 Cloth  (9781452244402) • £78.00 

 INTRODUCTION TO 
RESEARCH METHODS
IN EDUCATION 
 Second Edition 

  Keith F Punch   University of Western 
Australia   and   Alis Oancea   University
of Oxford  

 Introducing students to the research process 
in a range of educational contexts, this 
updated Second Edition contains everything they need if they are 
studying on a research methods course or doing a research project 
for themselves. 

 November 2014 • 448 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446260739) • £85.00 
 Paper  (9781446260746) • £27.99 

 INTRODUCTION TO 

 DOING YOUR EDUCATION 
RESEARCH PROJECT 
 Second Edition 

  Neil Burton   University of Leicester  ,   mark 
Brundrett   and   marion Jones   both at 
Liverpool John Moores University  

 A practical guide offering simple steps for 
trainee teachers or experienced practitioners 
new to research, on getting started with their 
education research project. 

 January 2014 • 264 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446266762) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781446266779) • £22.99 

 INTRODUCTION TO 
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH 
  Craig A mertler   Mertler Educational Consulting, LLC  

Introduction to Educational Research guides learners through various 
research methods to help plan and compose their first educational 
research project. Through chapter contents and in-text exercises, 
readers simultaneously learn how to prepare a research plan, gather 
and analyze data, address research questions and hypotheses, and 
organize a report of their projects.

 CONTENTS 
 Part I: Initial Research Considerations /What is Educational Research? / Overview of the 
Educational Research Process / Identifying a Research Problem / Ethics in Educational 
Research / Reviewing Related Research Literature / Part II: Designing  a Research Study 
/ Qualitative Research Methods / Quantitative Research Methods / Mixed-Methods 
Research / Action Research / Writing a Research Proposal / Part III: Collecting and 
Analyzing Data / Qualitative Data Collection and Analysis /  Quantitative Data Collection /  
Quantitative Data Analysis / Part IV: The Research Report / Writing a Final Research Report 

 September 2015 • 480 pages 
 Paper  (9781483375489) • £70.00 

 INTRODUCTION TO 

Flexible Solutions to Suit your 
Teaching Needs

SAGE offers numerous, fl exible print and ebook 
solutions customised to your teaching needs:

• electronic and print bundles can be created 
for most titles

• institutional solutions include ebooks for sale 
to faculty, or site licences

• etextbooks may be available to libraries on 
a case-by-case basis

Contact your SAGE sales manager or either 
charlotte.steadman@sagepub.co.uk or
rob.hughes@sagepub.co.uk for more information.

Research Methods
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 SEVEN STEPS TO A 
COMPREHENSIVE 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 A multimodal and 
Cultural Approach 

  Anthony Onwuegbuzie   Sam Houston 
State University   and   Rebecca K Frels  

 This dynamic seven-step guide to doing 
literature reviews focuses on published and 
unpublished works and then extends the search to include multimodal 
texts and settings such as media, observations, documents, experts in the 
field and secondary data through the idea that culture plays a central role in 
knowledge interpretation. The seven steps help demystify the literature review 
process and encourage readers to synthesize information thematically, rather 
than merely summarize the existing literature and findings. The book outlines 
the CORE of the literature review process – Critical thinking, Organization, 
Reflections and Evaluation – and provides a guide for reflexivity at the end 
of each of the seven steps. The literature review exemplar in the appendix 
serves as a helpful model for readers. 

 CONTENTS 
 Part I: Overview / Foundations of The Literature Review / Identity of The Literature Review / 
Identity of The Literature Reviewer / Methodology of The Literature Review / Part II: Exploration 
/ Step 1: Exploring Beliefs And Selecting and Refining a Topic / Step 2: Searching Databases / 
Step 3: Storing and Organizing Literature / Step 4: Selecting and Deselecting Literature / Step 
5: Expanding the Search / Part III: Integration / Step 6: Analyzing and Synthesizing Sources 
/ Part IV: Communication / Step 7: Presenting the Literature Review / Part V: Applications / 
Future Directions  

 November 2015 • 272 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446248911) • £60.00 
 Paper  (9781446248928) • £19.99 

 SEVEN STEPS TO A  TURNING IDEAS
INTO RESEARCH 
 Theory, Design and Practice 

  Barbara Fawcett   University of Birmingham   
and   Rosalie Pockett   University of Sydney  

 Barbara Fawcett and Rosalie Pockett 
use their expertise as supervisors and 
researchers to provide readers with the 
frameworks and the theoretical and practical 
guidance they need to design, carry out and 
communicate research effectively. Using a range of examples that relate 
research to the real world, they demonstrate:

• how to develop research questions
• how to select appropriate theoretical frameworks
• how to integrate theoretical perspectives with empirical research
• how to gather and interpret data
• how to ensure that the research undertaken makes a difference.
The authors’ user-friendly approach emphasizes the importance of 
participation, collaboration and inclusivity, and examines worldviews 
and understandings of knowledge in order to enable greater critical 
reflection. Chapters provide guidance on achieving impact with research, 
and feature reflective questions to enhance engagement with the 
issues covered. 

 CONTENTS 
 Section One: Thinking About Research / Why Do Research? / Partnerships in Research 
/ Ethical Considerations / Section Two: Thinking Differently About Knowledge and 
Researching / Creating Viable Research From Good Ideas / Designing a Research Project:  
Qualitative Researching / Designing a Research Project: Quantitative Researching and 
Mixed Method Researching / Evaluative Researching / Constructively and Critically 
Appraising  Research / Section Three: The Impact of Research / Research Dissemination, 
Sustainability, Making a Difference and Writing for Publication / Common Pitfalls and 
Dilemmas / Concluding Remarks 

 April 2015 • 184 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446266700) • £75.00 
 Paper  (9781446266717) • £24.99 

 TURNING IDEAS

 WRITING AND DOING 
ACTION RESEARCH 
  Jean mcNiff   York St John University  

 The chapters in this book develop a working 
framework and contain worked examples and 
exercises to make sure that readers get the best 
results from their research are fully versed in all 
the practical aspects of doing action research. 

 November 2014 • 304 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446294567) • £75.00 
 Paper  (9781446294574) • £24.99 

 WRITING AND DOING 

 DOING ACTION
RESEARCH IN YOUR
OWN ORGANIZATION 
 Fourth Edition 

  David Coghlan   Trinity College Dublin   and 
  Teresa Brannick   University College Dublin  

 Providing step-by-step guidance on how 
to succeed at tackling the issues of ethics, 
management and politics when doing 
organizational research, this Fourth Edition will be instrumental in 
helping researchers cause change through their action research. 

 March 2014 • 232 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446272565) • £75.00 
 Paper  (9781446272572) • £25.99 

 ETHICS AND
EDUCATION RESEARCH 
  Rachel Brooks   University of Surrey  , 
  Kitty te Riele   Victoria University   and 
  meg maguire   King's College London  

 With case studies from across the globe, this 
is the first book of its kind to focus specifically 
on the ethics of Education research. Part of 
the popular BERA/SAGE Research methods 
in Education series. 

 BERA/SAgE RESEARCH mETHODS IN EDUCATION 
 September 2014 • 208 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446274873) • £65.00 
 Paper  (9781446274880) • £20.99 

Research Methods
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 PARTICIPATORY 
RESEARCH WITH 
CHILDREN AND
YOUNG PEOPLE 
  Susan groundwater-Smith 
 University of Sydney  ,   Sue Dockett 
 Charles Sturt University   and  
 Dorothy Bottrell   Victoria University  

 Through case studies and a review of 
contemporary literature, this book sets out a clear framework for 
conducting participatory research with children and young people. 

 December 2014 • 216 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446272862) • £75.00 
 Paper  (9781446272879) • £26.99 

 PARTICIPATORY  EVALUATION PRACTICE 
FOR PROJECTS WITH 
YOUNG PEOPLE 
 A guide to Creative Research 

  Kaz Stuart   Indigo Children’s Services  , 
  Lucy maynard   Brathay Trust   and   Caroline 
Rouncefield   University of Cumbria  

 Written by an experienced team of authors 
this is a creative and practical guide to 
evaluation for those working with young people. Accompanied by a 
companion website complete with downloadable worksheets, templates 
and author videos, it provides the tools needed to bridge the gap between 
theoretical knowledge and applied practice. 

 March 2015 • 256 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446275993) • £75.00 
 Paper  (9781446276006) • £24.99 

 EVALUATION PRACTICE 

 INTRODUCING RESEARCH 
METHODOLOGY 
 A Beginner's guide to Doing a 
Research Project 

 Second Edition 

  Uwe Flick   Free University Berlin  

 In the Second Edition of this textbook 
designed for new researchers, Uwe Flick 
takes readers through the process of 
producing a research project. The book gives readers the fundamental 
data collection and analysis skills that they need for their first project, 
as well as a good understanding of the research process as a whole. It 
covers both quantitative and qualitative methods, and contains plenty 
of real-life examples from the author's own research. The book will help 
readers to answer questions such as: 

•  why do social research in the first place? 
•  how do I develop a researchable question? 
•  what is a literature review and how do I conduct one? 
•  how could I collect and analyze data? 
•  what if I want to do my research online? 

 CONTENTS 
 Part I: Orientation / Why Social Research? / Worldviews in Social Research / Ethical 
Issues in Social Research /  From Research Idea to Research Question / Part II: Planning 
and Design / Reading and Reviewing the Literature / Planning Social Research: Steps in 
the Research Process / Designing Social Research / Deciding on Your Methods / Part III: 
Working with Data / Collecting Quantitative and Qualitative Data / Analyzing Quantitative 
and Qualitative Data / E-Research: Doing Social Research Online / Triangulation and 
Mixed Methods / Part IV: Reflection and Writing / What is Good Research? Evaluating 
Your Research Project / Writing Research and Using Results 

 March 2015 • 328 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446294239) • £75.00 
 Paper  (9781446294246) • £26.99 

 INTRODUCING RESEARCH 
 REVIEW OF RESEARCH IN EDUCATION 
 Language Policy, Politics, and Diversity in Education 

 volume 38.1 

 Edited by  Kathryn m Borman   University of South Florida  ,
  Terrence g wiley   Center for Applied Linguistics, Washington DC  ,   
David R garcia   Arizona State University   and   Arnold Danzig  
San Jose State University, San Jose  

 Review of Research in Education (Volume 38) explores the important 
role of educational language policies in promoting education as a 
human right. 

 REvIEw OF RESEARCH IN EDUCATION 
 October 2014  
 Paper  (9781483358758) • £39.99 

 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 A Step-by-Step guide 
for Beginners 

 Fourth Edition 

  Ranjit Kumar   University 
of Western Australia  

 This Fourth Edition continues to make the 
research project process a manageable 
feat for those new to research, and will be 
instrumental in helping students learn how 
to apply research methodology to their own work. 

 January 2014 • 432 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446269961) • £85.00 
 Paper  (9781446269978) • £29.99 

 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Research Methods
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 DESIGNING QUALITATIVE 
RESEARCH 
 Sixth Edition 

  Catherine marshall   University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill   and 
  gretchen B Rossman   University 
of Massachusetts Amherst  

 This highly popular text provides useful and 
pragmatic guidance for developing successful 
proposals for qualitative inquiry. The book offers 
practical advice on designing qualitative research, given the complexity, the 
flexibility and the controversies of its many genres. While focusing on the 
proposal stage of research, the book also takes the reader far enough to 
have a clear plan for data analysis and for the challenging varieties of final 
reports of qualitative inquiries. This latest edition features:

• new vignettes to illustrate the methodological challenges posed by 
the intellectual, ethical, political and technological advances affecting 
qualitative research design

• extended and deeper discussion of strategies for incorporating into 
qualitative methodology the challenges posed by postmodernists, 
feminists, critical race theorists and those who demand that research be 
directly useful to the researched. 

 CONTENTS 
 Qualitative Research Genres / Trustworthiness and Ethics / The What of the Study: Building 
the Conceptual Framework / The How of the Study: Building the Research Design / Basic 
Data Collection Methods / Specialized and Focused Data Collection Methods /  Managing, 
Analyzing, and Interpreting Data / Stressors: Time, Resources, and Politics / Revisiting 
Proposal as Argument and Forecasting Final Representations  

 March 2015 • 344 pages 
 Paper  (9781452271002) • £40.99 

 DESIGNING QUALITATIVE 

 30 ESSENTIAL SKILLS
FOR THE QUALITATIVE 
RESEARCHER 
  John w Creswell   University 
of Nebraska, Lincoln  

 John Creswell draws on both his own 
experiences in teaching and what he has 
learned from those who have taken his 
workshops to present this textbook, ideal for 
introductory qualitative research or research 
methods courses. This straightforward and applied book is accessible to 
a wide range of disciplines, and novice qualitative researchers will find 
that it guides them through the skills and information that they truly need.   

 August 2015 • 320 pages 
 Paper  (9781452216867) • £31.99 

 30 ESSENTIAL SKILLS

 USING SOCIAL MEDIA FOR 
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH 
 A Theoretical and Practical guide 

  Randall F Clemens   St John's University  

 A practical guide to using social media in planning, data collection, 
analysis, and presentation of qualitative research, this book blends 
theoretical discussions of the major steps of research along with practical 
examples of how to use social media as a research tool. It provides 
exercises and strategies, as well as vignettes that explore the advantages 
and complexities of using social media for qualitative research. 

 November 2015 • 176 pages 
 Paper  (9781452270999) • £22.99 

 USING SOCIAL MEDIA FOR 

 THE SAGE HANDBOOK
OF RESEARCH IN 
INTERNATIONAL 
EDUCATION 
 Second Edition 

 Edited by  mary Hayden   University of 
Bath  ,   Jack Levy   George Mason University   
and   Jeff Thompson   University of Bath  

The landscape of international education has changed significantly in the 
last ten years and our understanding of concepts such as ‘international’, 
'global' and ‘multicultural’ are being re-evaluated. 

Fully updated and revised, and now including new contributions from 
research in South East Asia, the Middle East, China, Japan, Australia 
and New Zealand, and North America, the new edition of this handbook 
analyses the origins, interpretations and contributions of international 
education and explores key contemporary developments, including:

• internationalism in the context of teaching and learning; 
• leadership, standards and quality in institutions and systems 

of education 
• the promotion of internationalism and globalisation in national systems.
This important collection of research is an essential resource for anyone 
involved in the practice and academic study of international education, 
including researchers and teachers in universities, governmental and 
private curriculum development agencies, examination authorities, 
administrators and teachers in schools.

 CONTENTS 
 Part I: Historical Roots, Definitions and Current Interpretations / Part II: Internationalism 
in the Context of Teaching and Learning / Part III: Leadership, Standards and Quality 
in Institutions and Systems of Education / Part IV: Promoting Internationalism and 
Globalisation in National Systems: Case Studies 

 November 2015 • 520 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446298442) • £110.00 

 THE SAGE HANDBOOK
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 USING RANDOMISED CONTROLLED 
TRIALS IN EDUCATION 
  Paul Connolly    ,   Andy Biggart    ,   Dr Sarah miller ,      Liam O'Hare     
and   Allen Thurston   all at Queen's University Belfast  

 The use of randomised controlled trials (RCTs), most commonly a medical 
sciences research tool, is a hotly debated topic in Education. This book 
examines the controversial aspects of RCTs in Education and sets out 
the potential and pitfalls of the method. Drawing on their own extensive 
experience of running RCTs, the authors provide a thorough practical 
introduction to the use of randomised controlled trials in education. Using 
real data sets, chapters equip the reader with all of the key knowledge 
and skills required to design, run, analyse and report an RCT.

Essential reading for postgraduate and more experienced researchers, as 
well as teachers and educationalists seeking to increase their knowledge 
and understanding of the use of such methods in education. 

 CONTENTS 
 Introduction: Debunking the Myths about RCTs in Education / What RCTs Can and Cannot 
Tell Us / How to Use Logic Models to Understand Interventions and Identify Outcomes / 
How to Design and Run an RCT in Education / How to Analyse the Findings from a Simple 
RCT / How to Analyse the Findings from a Cluster RCT / How to Analyse the Findings 
from RCTs that Include Binary Outcome Variables / How to Report RCTs and Synthesise 
Evidence from Different Trials 

 BERA/SAgE RESEARCH mETHODS IN EDUCATION 
 December 2015 • 192 pages 
 Cloth  (9781473902824) • £70.00 
 Paper  (9781473902831) • £23.99 

 USING RANDOMISED CONTROLLED 

 DOING RESEARCH WITH 
SECONDARY DATA 
  Daniel muijs   University of Southampton  

 An authoritative and user-friendly guide to 
the use of secondary data in educational 
research, this book is the only one to 
cover the full breadth of both qualitative 
and quantitative secondary data sources, 
going from large-scale studies down to 
organisational data. The book uses many 
international examples relating to a range 
of contexts and studies, including key US data sources such as NAEP.

The author takes the reader through the process, providing 
comprehensive coverage about:

• the research question
• identifying suitable data sources
• the strengths and limitations of key data sources
• developing an understanding of this data
• using appropriate analytical tools. 

 CONTENTS 
 Why (Not) Use Secondary Data? / Research Questions and Design / Sources of Large-
Scale Quantitative Data / Sources of Large-Scale Qualitative Data / Using Administrative 
and Accountability Data / Using Organisational Data / Doing Meta-Analysis With Secondary 
Data / Mixing Secondary and Primary Data Sources / Key Issues in Analysing Quantitative 
Secondary Data / Key Issues in Analysing Qualitative Secondary Data / Building Theory 
with Secondary Data / Ethical Issues in Using Secondary Data  

 November 2015 • 224 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446270646) • £70.00 
 Paper  (9781446270653) • £23.99 

 DOING RESEARCH WITH 

THE BUSINESS OF PEOPLE
The Significance of Social Science over the Next Decade

Campaign for Social Science

The Business of People looks at the backdrop to the UK elections 
taking place in May 2015 to argue that we need to invest in science and 
innovation – not just for the sake of ‘UK plc’ and prospects for growth 
and economic recovery, but to inform debate and policymaking around 
migration, housing, devolution of power within the UK and the UK’s 
position in Europe.

The report sets out demands for new economic and social knowledge, 
then illustrates the many ways in which social scientists are contributing 
to changing practice and deepening knowledge. 

An open access electronic version of the report will be downloadable 
from www.campaignforsocialscience.org.uk

January 2015 • 48 pages
Paper  (9781473918825) • £10.00

THE IMPACT OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
How Academics and Their Research make a Difference 

Simon Bastow, Patrick Dunleavy and Jane Tinkler all at 
London School of Economics and Political Science

Based on a three-year research project studying the impact of 360 
UK-based academics, this book explores how academic research in the 
social sciences achieves public policy impacts, contributes to economic 
prosperity, and informs public understanding of policy issues as well as 
economic and social changes.

January 2014 • 344 pages
Cloth  (9781446275092) • £60.00                                     
Paper  (9781446275108) • £19.99                                     

Understanding the Value of 
Social Science in Today’s World

Research Methods
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 THE SAGE ENCYCLOPEDIA 
OF ACTION RESEARCH 
 Edited by  David Coghlan   Trinity College 
Dublin   and   mary Brydon-miller  
University of Cincinnati  

 The SAgE Encyclopedia of Action 
Research brings together the many 
strands of action research and addresses 
the interplay between these disciplines by 
presenting a state-of-the-art overview and 
comprehensive breakdown of the key tenets 
and methods of action research as well as detailing the work of key 
theorists and contributors to action research. 

 August 2014 • 904 pages 
 Cloth  (9781849200271) • £245.00 

 YOUR DISSERTATION
IN EDUCATION 
 Second Edition 

  Scott Buckler   University of 
Worcester   and   Nicholas walliman   
Oxford Brookes University  

 An approachable and student-friendly guide 
written specifically for students from a range 
of education courses, including teacher 
training, early years, early childhood and 
education studies to support them throughout the often overwhelming 
process of preparing and writing a dissertation. It provides a complete 
overview of the dissertation process with relevant examples based on 
research done by students or published in the field. 

 CONTENTS 
 What is a Dissertation? / What is Educational Research? / What’s All This About Ethics? 
/ What Will it Be About? / How Do I Get Started? / How Do I Write a Proposal? / How Do I 
Write an Introduction? / Where Do I Get Hold Of All The Necessary Background Information 
/ How Can I Manage All The Notes? / What About Referencing? / How Do I Argue My Point 
Effectively? / How Do I Write A Literature Review? / Methodology and Methods: What’s 
The Difference? / What is Meant By Mixing Methodologies? / What Sorts Of Data Will I 
Find And How Much Do I Need? / Methods: How Do I Conduct Effective Interviews? / 
Methods: How Do I Structure Effective Questionnaires? / Methods: How Do I Undertake 
Effective Observations? / Methods: How Do I Conduct Documentary Analysis? / Why Is 
Reliability And Validity So Important? / How Do I Write a Methodology Chapter? / How Do 
I Analyse Qualitative Data? / How Do I Analyse Quantitative Data? / How Do I Combine 
Different Data Sets? / How Do I Write a Discussion Chapter? / How Can I Work Effectively 
With My Supervisor? / What About Working and Planning My Time? / How Can I Manage 
a Long Piece Of Writing? / Who Else Might Be Interested in My Writing? 

 SAgE STUDy SKILLS SERIES 
 August 2015 • 360 pages 
 Cloth  (9781473907478) • £60.00 
 Paper  (9781473907485) • £19.99 

YOUR DISSERTATION

 THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 
CURRICULUM, PEDAGOGY 
AND ASSESSMENT 
 Two-volume Set 

 Edited by  Dominic wyse   Institute of 
Education, University of London  ,  
 Louise Hayward   University of 
Glasgow   and   Jessica Pandya   
California State University  

The research and debates surrounding curriculum, pedagogy and 
assessment are ever-growing and are of perennial importance around 
the globe.

With two volumes, containing chapters from highly respected researchers, 
whose work has been critical to understanding and building expertise in 
the field, this handbook focuses on examining how curriculum is treated 
and developed, and its impact on pedagogy and assessment worldwide.

Organized into five sections which consider:

• the epistemology and methodology of curriculum
• curriculum and pedagogy
• curriculum subjects
• areas of the curriculum
• assessment and the curriculum
• the curriculum and educational policy.
The handbook's breadth and rigour will make it essential reading for 
researchers and postgraduate students

 December 2015 • 400 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446297025) • £245.00 

 THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 

 THE SAGE HANDBOOK
OF LEARNING 
 Edited by  David Scott   and
  Eleanore Hargreaves   both at
Institute of Education, University of London  

 Learning is a fundamental topic in education. 
Combining traditional views of learning 
and learning theory with sociocultural and 
historical perspectives, this handbook 
brings together original contributions from 
respected researchers who are leading 
figures in the field. The editors provide an insightful introduction to the 
topic, and the theories, frameworks, themes and issues discussed in 
the individual chapters are central to each and every learning episode.

The handbook is organized into four sections, each beginning with a 
short introduction: 

• p hilosophical, sociological and psychological theories of learning 
•  models of learning 
•  learning, curriculum, pedagogy and assessment 
•  learning dispositions, life-long learning and learning environments. 

 CONTENTS 
 Philosophical, Sociological and Psychological Theories of Learning / Models of Learning 
/ Learning, Curriculum, Pedagogy and Assessment / Learning Dispositions, Life-Long 
Learning and Learning Environments 

 July 2015 • 425 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446287569) • £110.00 

 THE SAGE HANDBOOK

See the full listing of all our 
Education titles online at 
www.sagepub.co.uk/education
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Request one of our new 
catalogues online at
www.sagepub.co.uk
or phone us on
+44 (0)20 7324 8500

SAGE LIBRARY IN 
DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY

 PSYCHOLOGY OF INFANCY 
 Six volume Set 

 Edited by  J gavin Bremner   Lancaster
University   and   Alan m Slater   University
of Exeter  

 Edited by two internationally renowned 
researchers on infancy, this five-volume 
set brings together influential works which 
explore the key conceptual issues and 
findings in research on infant development. 

 April 2014 • 2168 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446267172) • £1200.00 

SAGE LIBRARY OF EDUCATIONAL THOUGHT & PRACTICE

 TEACHING AND LEARNING 
IN HIGHER EDUCATION 
 Four-volume Set 

 Edited by  margaret malloch   Victoria University  ,   Len Cairns   
Monash University   and   Bridget N O'Connor   New York University  

The central focus of this major work is on issues, challenges and changes 
in the field of teaching and learning in higher education, and particularly 
those which have developed over the past few decades.

 September 2015 • 1496 pages 
 Cloth  (9781473912878) • £625.00 

Special Introductory Price: £550.00 

 TEACHING AND LEARNING 

 AUTISM AND EDUCATION 
 Four-volume Set 

 Edited by  Neil Humphrey   The University of Manchester  

This work's focus is on developing understanding and informing provision 
to improve outcomes and quality of life for learners with ASC.

 August 2015  • 1086 pages
 Cloth  (9781473904392) • £625.00 

Special Introductory Price: £550.00 

 AUTISM AND EDUCATION 

 GIFTED AND TALENTED EDUCATION 
 Four-volume Set 

 Edited by  Barbara Kerr   University of Kansas  

 Gathers key research studies from that vast array of international 
resources, focusing in turn on assessing and educating gifted and 
talented, and creative students, with organization and commentary 
that allows the user easy access to and understanding of the literature. 

 February 2014 • 1752 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446276143) • £600.00 

 ASSESSMENT IN EDUCATION 
 Four-volume Set 

 Edited by  John gardner   The University of Stirling  

 This new collection brings together the best existing work in assessment 
education and is introduced by a newly written contextualizing chapter 
by the major work's esteemed editor, John Gardner. 

 June 2014 • 1383 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446274309) • £625.00 

 CREATIVITY AND 
EDUCATION 
 Four-volume Set 

 Edited by  mark A Runco   
University of Georgia  

 Brings together seminal articles and 
research studies in the field of creativity, 
drawing from educational and psychological 
research. The collection focuses on 
creativity in the classroom, the roles of 
educators and students, how creative processes relate to education and 
learning, and an analysis of the socio-cultural contexts for creativity in 
education. Critical issues, such as the relationship between intelligence 
and creativity, and motivation, are also explored. Articles are supported 
with a context-setting introduction from renowned creativity scholar 
Mark Runco.   

 September 2015 • 1408 pages 
 Cloth  (9781473906440) • £625.00 

Special Introductory Price: £550.00 

CREATIVITY AND 

 Reference & Major Works
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 THE SAGE GUIDE TO 
EDUCATIONAL 
LEADERSHIP AND 
MANAGEMENT 
 Edited by  Fenwick w English   The 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill  

 The SAgE guide to Educational Leadership 
and management allows readers to gain 
knowledge of educational management in 
practice while providing insights into challenges facing educational leaders 
and the strategies, skills, and techniques needed to enhance administrative 
performance. This guide emphasizes the important skills that effective 
leaders must develop and refine, including communication, developing 
teams, coaching and motivating, and managing time and priorities.   

 April 2015 • 672 pages 
 Cloth  (9781452281926) • £110.00 

 THE SAGE GUIDE TO  THE SAGE ENCYCLOPEDIA 
OF CLASSROOM 
MANAGEMENT 
 Edited by  w george Scarlett   
Tufts University  

 The SAgE Encyclopedia of Classroom 
management raises issues and introduces 
evidence-based, real-world strategies for 
creating and maintaining well-managed 
classrooms where learning thrives. Students 
studying to become teachers need to develop their own classroom 
management strategies consistent with their own philosophies of 
teaching and learning. This work will help open their eyes to the range 
of issues and the array of skills they might integrate into their unique 
teaching styles. 

 July 2015 • 1192 pages 
Cloth  (9781452241395) • £235.00

Special Introductory Price: £210.00  

 THE SAGE ENCYCLOPEDIA 

 SAGE HANDBOOK OF
PLAY AND LEARNING
IN EARLY CHILDHOOD 
 Edited by  Elizabeth Brooker   University 
of London, Institute of Education  , 
  mindy Blaise   Victoria University, 
Melbourne   and   Susan Edwards   
Australian Catholic University  

 With a wide range of contributions from 
highly respected researchers, this handbook 
examines historical, current and future research issues in play and 
learning scholarship, offering clarity and breadth in this dynamic and 
changing field. 

 June 2014 • 448 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446252451) • £110.00 

 THE SAGE ENCYCLOPEDIA 
OF EDUCATIONAL 
TECHNOLOGY 
 Edited by  J michael Spector   
University of North Texas  

 There is no question about the potential for 
new technologies to improve learning, but it’s 
all in how it’s approached, adapted and used 
toward the service of achieving real gains in 
student performance. It's issues like this that 
are explored within the pages of this new encyclopedia. To maximize shelf 
life, the editor and authors strove to focus on core topics and issues that 
will retain relevance in the face of perpetually evolving devices, services 
and specific techniques. 

 April 2015 • 1192 pages 
 Cloth  (9781452258225) • £235.00 

Special Introductory Price: £210.00  

 THE SAGE ENCYCLOPEDIA 

 NOW IN PAPERBACK!

THE SAGE HANDBOOK 
OF DEVELOPMENTAL 
DISORDERS 
 Edited by  Patricia Howlin   Institute of Psychiatry,
London  ,   Tony Charman   King's College,
London   and   mohammad ghaziuddin   
University of Michigan  

 Now available in paperback, this acclaimed 
handbook reflects the enormous changes that have taken place in our 
knowledge and understanding of developmental disorders. International 
in scope and with contributions from leading researchers, it brings a vast 
and complex field together for the first time. 

 Cloth 2011 / Paper 2014 • 592 pages 
 Cloth  (9781412944861) • £110.00 
 Paper  (9781446295823) • £34.99 

 Reference & Major Works
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 STUDENT VOICE 
 The Instrument of Change 

  Russell J quaglia      and   michael 
J Corso   both at Quaglia Institute 
for Student Aspirations  

 Students have plenty of opinions when it 
comes to school, and when you take time to 
listen, you’ll find that students’ aspirations 
can drive your school toward exciting new 
goals. When students know they’re being 
heard, they develop self-worth, engage 
meaningfully in their own academic success, and become purposeful 
in their educations.

This groundbreaking book presents a blueprint for enacting a successful 
partnership between educators and students. You’ll discover how to: 

•  ask the right questions—and understand how to build from the 
answers you get 

•  engage students in decision-making and improvement-related processes 
•  implement the Aspirations Framework to guide students toward 

achieving their full potential 
 Filled with examples drawn from student surveys, focus groups, field 
observations, and interviews, this unique resource will inspire school 
leaders and managers. 

 CONTENTS 
 Introduction: It's Time to Listen / I. Listening / Student Aspirations / The Aspirations 
Framework / Guiding Principles / Conditions in Schools / Learning to Listen / II. Learning 
/ Reality is Not the Enemy / Students Speak About Self-Worth / Students Speak About 
Engagement / Students Speak About Purpose / III. Leading / Students as Co-Leaders / 
The Context of Leadership / From Student Voice to Our Choice 

 September 2014 • 216 pages 
 Paper  (9781483358130) • £19.99 

 GOOD TO GREAT
TO INNOVATE 
 Recalculating the Route to 
Career Readiness, K-12+ 

  Lyn Sharratt   York Region District 
School Board   and   gale Harild   Centre 
for Leadership and Learning  

 Through extensive research and practical 
examples, this outstanding book puts 
forward a compelling case for structured, 
collaborative inquiry processes to achieve success for ALL 
students” 

—Janelle Wills, Director Marzano Institute Australia

How can schools best prepare students for the highly competitive job market 
and global economy? This compelling book presents a transformative 
approach to college and career readiness within the public education system, 
based on data and best practices contributed by outstanding schools on 
five continents. Written for education leaders at all levels, this resource 
shows how to 

•  design an innovative 'pathways' approach to career readiness that 
empowers students as informed decision-makers 

•  integrate career training into curriculum through a network of local 
community partners 

•  develop an approach to life-skill preparation, K-12+, that is inclusive of all. 
 Learn how educators—and entire school systems—can consistently support 
career development, helping students find rewarding paths forward. 

 October 2014 • 312 pages 
 Paper  (9781483331867) • £17.99 

 STUDENT VOICE 
 Turn Up the volume K-8 
Activity Book 

  Russell J quaglia  ,     michael J Corso   
  and   Julie Hellerstein   all at Quaglia 
Institute for Student Aspirations  

 July 2015 • 224 pages 
 Paper  (9781483382784) • £18.99 

 STUDENT VOICE  NUMBERS AND STORIES 
 Using Children's Literature 
to Teach young Children 
Number Sense 

  Rita C Janes   Rita Janes Educational 
Solutions   and   Elizabeth L Strong   
Memorial University of Newfoundland  

 Maths and reading go hand in hand, 
especially among young children who 
are new to both. This is an indispensable 
resource, providing a way to build number sense and reading skills at 
the very same time. Using children’s books as a springboard for learning, 
it provides 22 detailed lessons, all ready for immediate implementation. 
The authors - one an internationally respected mathematics professional 
development consultant, the other a language arts specialist - provide 
ideas and support to combine children’s literature with meaningful 
mathematical learning experiences. The book includes: 

•  22 interactive, research-based investigations with detailed instructional 
suggestions and problem-solving tasks 

•  reflection and discussion questions and prompts for both teachers 
and students 

•  children’s work pages and formative assessment tools 
•  an online facilitator’s guide 

 CONTENTS 
 Here's the Story: Fundamental Components for Developing Number Sense Using 
Children's Literature / The Young Child and Mathematics / The Learning Environment / Why 
Integrate Children's Literature and Mathematics? / Essential Features of the Investigations 
/ Design of the Investigations / II. Children's Literature and Number Sense Investigations 
/ Counting and Cardinality / Whole Number and Operations Relationships / Operations 
and Algebraic Thinking / Operations Within 100 and Place Value 

 June 2014 • 224 pages 
 Paper  (9781483330945) • £24.99 

 STUDENT VOICE 
 Turn Up the volume 6-12 
Activity Book 

    Russell J quaglia ,     michael J Corso   
  and   Julie Hellerstein   all at Quaglia 
Institute for Student Aspirations 

 July 2015 • 224 pages 
 Paper  (9781483382746) • £18.99 

 STUDENT VOICE 
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 SCIENCE FORMATIVE 
ASSESSMENT, VOLUME 1 
 75 Practical Strategies for 
Linking Assessment, Instruction, 
and Learning 

 Second Edition 

  Page Keeley   Consultant, 
Speaker, and Author  

 In this essential resource, science educator 
Page Keeley provides teachers with guidance, suggestions and techniques 
for using formative assessment to improve teaching and learning in the 
science classroom. 

Based on the knowledge that good assessment practices are integral to 
measuring and documenting student achievement, as well as informing 
teaching and learning, the author addresses the need to balance opportunity 
to learn, which includes assessment for learning, with assessment of 
learning. These techniques will help teachers become more aware of the 
different ideas students bring to their learning, see the connections between 
students’ thinking and the specific ideas included in standards, and provide 
learning experiences that build a bridge between their students’ thinking and 
accepted scientific ideas. 

The seventy-five techniques included in this book can be used in a variety of 
ways to gather information about or promote students’ thinking and learning, 
helping teachers then focus on what works best for learning and design or 
modify lessons to fit the needs of the students. 

 June 2015 • 248 pages 
 Paper  (9781483352176) • £23.99 

 SCIENCE FORMATIVE  TEACHING THE iSTUDENT 
 A quick guide to Using mobile 
Devices and Social media in the 
K-12 Classroom 

  mark Barnes  

 This book helps teachers understand the 
lives and minds of today’s learners, who have 
grown up surrounded by iPhones, iPads, 
computers, and other digital forms—media 
that are still novelties to many educators. 
Many educators assume that kids are 
proficient in using technology, but evidence shows that students 
need leaders to show them how to thoughtfully and meaningfully use 
technology to enhance their learning. This book will give teachers:

• a method for effectively leading content curation through social media
• a vocabulary for discussing technology with students
• an understanding of how digital and mobile learning is making waves
• practical ideas and activities for engaging students through devices. 
There is also the Connected Educators Series website where readers can 
connect with all of the authors of the series, find more resources, and 
find real support for putting flipped leadership into practice. 

 CONTENTS 
 Understanding the Age of "i" / Content Curation in the 21st Century / Why You Can't Afford 
to Ignore Social Media / How Mobile Learning Changes Everything / Blending the Learning 
/ Activities and Tools You Can Use Tomorrow / The Language of "i"  

 CORwIN CONNECTED EDUCATORS SERIES 
 October 2014 • 72 pages 
 Paper  (9781483371795) • £7.99 

 SCIENCE FORMATIVE 
ASSESSMENT, VOLUME 2 
 50 more Strategies for Linking 
Assessment, Instruction, 
and Learning 

  Page Keeley   Consultant, 
Speaker, and Author  

 Bestselling book on how to use assessment 
to inform instruction and learning in the 
science classroom. 

 December 2014 • 256 pages 
 Paper  (9781452270258) • £22.99 

 SCIENCE FORMATIVE  THE RELEVANT EDUCATOR 
 How Connectedness 
Empowers Learning 

  Tom whitby   and   Steven w Anderson  

 Easy-to-implement ideas, essential tools, 
and real-life vignettes help teachers to 
build a thriving professional network using 
social media. 

 CORwIN CONNECTED EDUCATORS SERIES 
 October 2014 • 80 pages 
 Paper  (9781483371719) • £7.99 

Our online catalogues 
are now interactive
Visit www.sagepub.co.uk/catalogues to 
start using our interactive Education catalogue, 
instantly fi nd out more about each book and 
place your order directly

Corwin Press
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 FLIPPING LEADERSHIP 
DOESN’T MEAN 
REINVENTING THE WHEEL 
  Peter m Dewitt   Poestenkill 
Elementary School  

 DeWitt shows his emerging passion for 
backward design, for working from what 
needs to be realized to how we then 
attain such success, and for listening 
and carrying his staff with him. The book 
describes a principal’s road to realizing how to see the world in 
a different and more powerful way. 

—John Hattie, Author, Visible Learning

This is guide to using the principles of connectedness and flipped learning 
to engage stakeholders digitally—on their time—so they’re prepared for 
productive discussion when met in person. Flipped leadership: 

•  makes the school community visible to parents 
•  creates more authentic staff meetings 
•  maximizes communication between parents and school 
•  models effective use of technology. 

 CONTENTS 
 Connected Learning: The Precursor to Flipped Leadership / To Flip or Not to Flip...and 
Other Lame Excuses / Flipped Faculty Meeting / Flipping Parent Communication / How 
to Flip Communication 

 CORwIN CONNECTED EDUCATORS SERIES 
 October 2014 • 80 pages 
 Paper  (9781483317601) • £7.99 

 PROVEN PROGRAMS IN 
EDUCATION: CLASSROOM 
MANAGEMENT AND 
ASSESSMENT 
 Edited by  Robert E Slavin   Johns 
Hopkins University, University of York, 
and Success for All Foundation  

 A collection of practical articles on best 
practices in classroom management and 
assessment by the premier researchers and authors in the US and UK. 

 July 2014 • 160 pages 
 Paper  (9781483351209) • £16.99 

 CONNECTED LEADERSHIP 
 It’s Just a Click Away 

  Spike Cook   Bacon Elementary School 
(Millville Public Schools, New Jersey)  

 This book will provide practical strategies, 
applications, real life examples, and helpful 
tips for becoming a connected educator. 
Through this process, readers will learn the 
skills and techniques necessary to become 
connected to other like-minded educators 
throughout the world in order to overcome 
the feeling of isolation and stifled professional growth. 

 CORwIN CONNECTED EDUCATORS SERIES 
 November 2014 • 72 pages 
 Paper  (9781483371689) • £7.99 

 CONNECTED LEADERSHIP 

 BULLYING BEYOND
THE SCHOOLYARD 
 Preventing and Responding 
to Cyberbullying 

 Second Edition 

  Sameer Hinduja   Florida Atlantic 
University   and   Justin w Patchin   
University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire  

 Drawing on the authors’ own extensive 
research, this groundbreaking eye-opening resource incorporates 
the personal voices of youth affected by or involved in cyberbullying, 
while helping readers understand the causes and consequences of 
online aggression.

Now in its Second Edition, this essential guide is completely updated 
with new research and evolving best practices for prevention and 
response, including: 

•  summaries of recent legal rulings related to teenagers and technology, 
and their implications 

•  discussion of the responsibilities of school personnel, and how that 
translates to policy and programming 

•  guidance on how educators, parents, students, and law enforcement 
can work individually and collectively to prevent and respond 
to cyberbullying 

•  useful 'breakout boxes' highlighting strategies you can implement 
•  practical resources, including an assessment instrument, scenarios, 

and staff development questions .
 Written in an accessible and informal tone by leading experts in the 
field, this must-have book provides the tools to prevent and respond to 
cyberbullying in your school community. 

 CONTENTS 
 Bullying: Past, Present, and Future--The New Adolescent Aggression / Teens Online 
Today: Where and Why / The Nature and Forms of Cyberbullying / What Do We Know 
About Cyberbullying? / Legal Issues: Protecting Your Students, Your School, and Yourself 
/ Preventing Cyberbullying / Responding to Cyberbullying  

 December 2014 • 312 pages 
 Paper  (9781483349930) • £20.99 

 BULLYING BEYOND
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 MAKE LEARNING 
PERSONAL 
 The what, who, wOw, where, 
and why 

  Barbara Bray   and   Kathleen mcClaskey   
Personalize Learning, LLC  

 Through personalized learning, education 
as we know it is transformed as learners 
are empowered to take control of their own 
learning. This thorough and timely resource 
draws on Universal Design for Learning; principles to create a powerful 
shift in classroom dynamics by guiding learners to become self-directed, 
self-monitoring, and self-motivated. You’ll discover: 

•  a system that includes tools and strategies to reduce barriers and 
maximize learning for all learners 

•  a clear explanation distinguishing personalized learning from 
differentiation and individualized instruction 

•  teachers’ personal stories of moving through the stages of personalized 
learning environments to transform teacher and learner roles and 
school culture 

•  background information on developing a rationale on why to 
personalize learning 

•  strategies to create the change that occurs with the culture shift that 
happens in classrooms and schools as you personalize learning. 

 Recognized authorities in personalized learning, the authors have led 
educational innovation for almost three decades. 

 CONTENTS 
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